Community Development Authority
Meeting Agenda - Revised
Thursday, September 12, 2019 at 7:30 a.m.
Village Hall Committee Room
3930 N. Murray Avenue, Shorewood, WI 53211

1. Call to order.
2. Consider August 9, 2019 meeting minutes.
3. Consider updates to Façade Improvement Program relative to paint, awnings and signs.
4. Consider proposals for housing study.
5. Update on 2020 Strategic Planning Initiative.
6. Review of PDD and BID monthly reports.
7. Adjournment.

DATED at Shorewood, Wisconsin, this 9th of September, 2019.
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC, Village Clerk
Should you have any questions or comments regarding any items on this agenda, please contact the Village Manager’s Office at 8472700. It is possible that members of and possibly a quorum of members of other governmental bodies of the municipality may be in
attendance at the above stated meeting to gather information; no action will be taken by any governmental body at the above stated
meeting other than the governmental body specifically referred to above in this notice. Upon reasonable notice, efforts will be made to
accommodate the needs of disabled individuals
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Community Development Authority
Meeting Agenda
Friday, August 9, 2019 at 7:30 a.m.
Village Hall Committee Room
3930 N. Murray Avenue, Shorewood, WI 53211
DRAFT
Present: Chair Peter Hammond, Tr. Davida Amenta, Tr. Wesley Warren (arrived during item 4), Michal
Dawson, Desty Lorino and Joe Lesage. Also present: Village Manager Rebecca Ewald, Finance Director
Mark Emanuelson, Planning and Development Director Bart Griepentrog and BID Director Ericka Lang.
1. Call to order.
The meeting was called to order at 7:32 am.
2. Consider July 12, 2019 meeting minutes.
Ms. Dawson moved to approve the minutes, as drafted, seconded by Mr. Lesage. Vote 5-0.
3. Consider investment of cash balances pursuant to CDA investment policy.
Chair Hammond noted that the investment policy allows investment of up to 90% of the CDA’s funds.
He questioned if there were any timing or access needs that would need to be met with these funds.
Mr. Emanuelson noted that the remaining 10% of cash reserves would be sufficient to cover any needs
on a monthly basis, at which point the investment would be reset. Mr. Lesage questioned the amount
of funds on hand and whether or not it was high. Chair Hammond noted that it is relatively new for the
CDA to have these funds, which were approximately $960,000 at this time.
Tr. Amenta moved to direct village staff to designate, on a monthly basis, a value equivalent to 90% of
the reserve cash balances of the CDA to be held in the LGIP account of the village; seconded by Ms.
Dawson. Vote 5-0.
4. Review of Q2 financial report.
Mr. Emanuelson provided an update to the CDA of activity through the second quarter of 2019. He
noted that expenses from the Transportation and Planning Analysis would hit the report in the third
quarter. Chair Hammond noted that it was good to see that activity was up on the façade grant
program. Mr. Emanuelson noted that Mark Sweet paid off the balance of his loan in July. Tr. Warren
questioned if there was an update on the Kensington Liquor loan, and Ms. Ewald responded that the
CDA’s attorney has reached out to them and filed the appropriate notices.
5. Consider façade grant for Alliance Francaise Milwaukee.
Mr. Griepentrog provided a brief overview of the request, noting that the entire building recently
received a façade grant. As part of that project, the awning above this tenant space will be removed
and the tenant has applied for a façade grant to replace it. Per the current façade program, grant
requests are capped at $10,000 per storefront within a five-year period. Any subsequent request within
that period requires direct approval by a majority of CDA members.
Tr. Amenta noted that the cap on grants to the same storefront within a five-year period was
incorporated to prohibit repeat requests for the same building from new property owners as they simply
changed hands. Mr. Lesage noted that he was open to allowing new tenants to be eligible. Tr. Amenta
questioned if the applicant could have rolled this awning request into the painting request. Ms. Lang
noted that they could have, but that the request amount is capped at $10,000, so each project would
have received less funding. Tr. Warren noted that he supported this request based on the criteria
within the program and is being requested by a different applicant, who is a long-term business within
the community, and that the lower bid was selected. Tr. Amenta noted that she was not going to
support this application due to the previous $10,000 grant for painting. Chair Hammond indicated that
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the painting grant was a program issue and should not affect the consideration of this application.
There was general agreement that the program needs to be revisited, including discussion of whether
or not signs requests should be considered separate from building improvements.
Tr. Warren moved to approve the façade grant for Alliance Franciase de Milwaukee; seconded by Ms.
Dawson. Vote 5-1 (Tr. Amenta voting nay)
6. Review of prior plans.
Chair Hammond noted that this item was desired to re-orient or educate the CDA to the underlying
documents that are guiding the CDA’s current programs. He opened the conversation up by asking
Trustees and staff how they use these documents in their day-to-day actions. Mr. Griepentrog stated
that he references it when asked what the community vision is for a particular place or project site. Ms.
Ewald agreed that the documents are usually referenced in a specific fashion for particular sites or
topics. Tr. Warren noted that they are useful as a reference guide or high-level strategy. Tr. Amenta
provided that it was an interesting exercise to take another look at these documents to see where
things have changed in the market. She noted that supporting school enrollment was a primary goal
and multi-family development was seen as a strategy to open up single-family home options for more
residents. However, she questioned if that has been successful or if the other market actions took
place and stated that this was a good opportunity to re-examine. Chair Hammond concurred that the
general philosophy underlying these documents was worth discussion in current terms. He also raised
the point that the market is the market and the CDA should understand what control it has or wants to
have on that.
Members discussed their perspectives on how the Shorewood market has responded to recent
developments. Mr. Lesage stated that you cannot control the psychology of people’s decisions and
noted that people are staying in their houses longer, in part because they want yards. Tr. Amenta
stated that older people do not always want to move. Mr. Lorino indicated that most people want to own
and not rent, and that the market for multi-family apartments is saturated. He noted that past projects
were changed from condos to apartments to respond to the market at the time, but those may be
converting in the future. He also noted that individual units are worth more than the whole and would
benefit the tax base. Ms. Lang provided her memory that when drafting the current programs banks
would tell her that this is not a starter home community. Mr. Lorino stated that interest rates also have
a role in that discussion.
Chair Hammond summarized that the documents are being used and are helpful for orientation of new
members. He noted that it would be good to pull out key themes and make them more concise. Tr.
Warren shared that they were useful for him as he on-boarded as a new Trustee. He also noted that
sometimes decisions reinforce these documents, but sometimes it is necessary to diverge. Chair
Hammond agreed and mentioned there is a need to review and reconfirm the priorities. For example,
he noted a desire to review target sites and understand what those even mean.
Ms. Ewald shared that the CDA is going to have the opportunity to review everything early next year as
part of a joint strategy session with the Village Board the new financial advisors from Baker Tilly. A
facilitator will lead two meetings with the groups, in conjunction with the results of the housing study
that is being performed this fall. It is hoped that the results of those meetings will help staff pursue
short term goals and better understand long term goals, such as a TIF policy. Chair Hammond noted
that it will also be good to discuss a process for staying up to date.
As an overall question, Tr .Amenta noted that the groups need to understand who they are planning for
and what unintended consequences may result. She noted that the multi-family development brought
in new residents who have supported growth in the business district. Chair Hammond agreed that
there are always unintended consequences and emphasized that it’s important that the CDA asks the
right questions when reviewing its actions.
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7. Review of PDD and BID monthly reports.
Mr. Griepentrog answered questions relating to his monthly report. He provided a status update on the
ongoing Transportation and Parking Analysis and responses to the RFP for the CDA’s housing study.
Several questions were asked about the proposed occupancy at 4001 N. Oakland Ave. by Sage
Specialty Pharmacy.
Ms. Lang discussed recent inquiries for commercial vacancies. She noted possible improvements at
the space adjoining Crave Café next year. She requested that the CDA consider meeting with the
current broker of the former North Shore Bank office building to better understand possible repurposing
of the building.
8. Adjournment.
Mr. Lesage moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:47 am; seconded by Ms. Dawson. Vote 6-0.
Respectfully submitted,
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO CDA
Agenda Item: Consider updates to Façade Improvement Program relative to paint, awnings and
signs.
Date: September 4, 2019
Presenter: Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Department: Planning & Development
History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may

include previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous
agenda packets (include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A
should be entered in this space.

In accordance with the current Façade Improvement Program adopted December 2, 2016, the
BID Executive Director (as the administering agency) and Planning & Development Director
have recently executed Façade Improvement Program Agreements with two property owners
to paint or re-paint their facades. Painting is currently specifically listed as an eligible expense
within the Program Manual. However, the Program Manual also states that the purpose of the
program is to “stimulate exterior building improvements to existing commercial storefronts . . .
[that are] sufficient in scope to produce visible improvements to commercial building facades.”
The CDA has questioned if painting should be in an eligible activity and has asked staff to bring
the topic back for consideration.
Additionally, on August 9, the CDA approved a second “Façade Improvement Grant” for the
same building within a five-year period: one for painting and one for an awning/sign. The
Program Manual specifies that “this Façade Improvement Program limits grants to $10,000 per
storefront (in addition to $2,000 design grant), per five-year period. Subsequent requests
within that five-year period wil require direct approval by a majority of the CEA members.”
Within that consideration, the CDA questioned if “Sign/Awning Grants,” which are currently
considered within the general “Façade Improvement Grants” should be considered separate
from façade and has asked staff to bring the topic back for consideration.
Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points

highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.

Based on previous discussion, staff has prepared a draft update to the Façade Improvement
Program that would define “Painting, unless incidental to a larger approved project” as a NonEligible Activity. The prosed draft also creates a new category specifically for “Signage or
Awning Grants,” which would keep the individual cap at those types of grants at $1,500 (with a
50% match). Each type of grant would be subject to separate five-year limitations.
Additional administrative and substantive changes are also possible within this program as
currently drafted, but staff is specifically bringing these two topics to the CDA for consideration
in response to recent actions/approvals.
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Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached
communication plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after
Village Board consideration.
____ Yes

__X__ No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for

this agenda item.

I recommend approval of the proposed modifications to the CDA’s Façade Improvement Program, as
drafted.

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item.

Some attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment
following this memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials,
letters, service proposals, etc.
1. Façade Improvement Program – December 2, 2016 – without attachments
2. Façade Improvement Program – September 6, 2019 (changes show in red) – without attachments
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Community Development Authority
FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FINAL
December 2, 2016
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PURPOSE
This Facade Improvement Program is established to stimulate exterior building improvements to
existing commercial storefronts in the Village of Shorewood. Improvements shall be sufficient in
scope to produce visible improvements to commercial building facades.

PROGRAM GOALS





Enhance the attractiveness of the Village’s Business District.
Promote a high level of maintenance for a sustainable Business District.
Promote commercial vitality and increased economic activity in the Business District.
Maintain or improve existing commercial property values within the Business District
which may also effectuate an increase in property values of the surrounding residential
areas.

TARGET AREA
The Target Area for this Facade Improvement Program includes commercial properties along the
following commercial corridors, within the Village of Shorewood boundaries - both sides of
Oakland Avenue, Capitol Drive and Wilson Drive. (See Attachment A for a map of the Target
Area).
ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES
Eligible activities shall include but are not limited to the following improvements made to
commercial building façade(s) facing a public street:
 Repair and/or replacement of the original building's materials and decorative details
which are deteriorated or missing.
 Repair of non-original materials which cannot be removed due to deterioration of the
underlying original building material.
 Cleaning of exterior building surfaces.
 Tuck pointing and masonry repair.
 Painting.
 Repair, replacement or addition of entrances, doors, display windows, transoms and
upper story windows.
 Removal, repair and/or replacement of existing signs and awnings.
 New signs, awnings, parklets and patio vertical elements (subject to maximum
reimbursement as described in the program funding section).
 New parklet, deck and patio vertical elements (subject to maximum reimbursement as
described in the program funding section)
 Design fees (subject to maximum reimbursement as detailed below).
 Permanent exterior lighting.
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 Screening of dumpsters and parking lots, if made of high quality materials in compliance
with Shorewood Design Review Board requirements.

NON-ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES












Work on non-mixed use, residential buildings.
Work on a commercial building facade not facing a public street.
Work on a roof and/or flooring.
Work done before execution of a Façade Improvement Program Agreement (See
Attachment C).
Purchase of property.
Construction of a NEW building (Construction of an entirely new building AND
construction of any renovation where over 50% of the square footage of the building
renovation is new construction).
Patios, decks or balconies not facing a public street
Fixtures and equipment.
Inventory.
Landscaping.
Signage not in compliance with the Village’s sign code other than for size-related Design
Review Board granted exceptions.

PROGRAM FUNDING
This program is established to stimulate eligible exterior improvements to existing commercial
storefronts. Two types of grants are available under the program.
Concept Design Grant
Up to $2,000. This grant will share the cost of developing a conceptual design and cost
estimate for improvement of the subject building facade. An approved applicant will
receive 90% of the consultant cost for developing the completed conceptual design and
cost estimate up to $2,000
Facade Improvement Grant
Up to $10,000 (in addition to $2,000 design grant) per storefront. This grant will share in
the actual cost of implementing the improvements identified in the conceptual design and
cost estimate including the cost to complete final design and construction documents. An
approved applicant will receive an amount equal to 50% of the aforementioned costs up
to $10,000 per storefront, with a cap for new signage and awnings limited to $1,500 and,
parklets, decks and patio vertical elements limited to $1,500.
A property owner or business owner that is proposing to do additional improvements to a
commercial storefront in which past improvements were funded by the Facade
Improvement Program, may apply for a Facade Improvement Program grant. However,
this Façade Improvement Program limits grants to $10,000 per storefront (in addition to
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$2,000 design grant), per five-year period. Subsequent requests within that five-year
period will require direct approval by a majority vote of the CDA members. In
considering this the CDA shall take into consideration one or more of the following
factors: change in ownership, change in business concept and the ability to attract new
businesses. Application requirement A through H and documentation attachments B and
C are minimal requirements for all façade improvement grant requests, whether incentive
requests are below $10,000 or exceed $10,000.

APPLICATION PROCESS
A. The Shorewood Façade Grant Program is described in full on the Administering
Agency’s and Village of Shorewood website. Once the applicant familiarizes themselves
with the program guidelines, they should contact the Administering Agency for a
discussion of the proposed project and how the program may be accessed. The official
application (Attachment B) and conceptual design phase application (Attachment B-1)
can be found on the Village of Shorewood’s website and the Administering Agency’s
website.
B. The applicant and/or qualified design professional prepares a schematic concept elevation
of the facade and a cost estimate for review by Owner/Applicant (if created by a qualified
design professional), Administering Agency, and designated Village Staff.
C. Before completing the application or applying for the grant program, the
Owner/Applicant will submit to designated Village Staff, a Design Review Board
Application including professional material samples for the remodeling concept to the
Shorewood Design Review Board (SDRB) for approval.
D. Once the SDRB has approved the proposed exterior commercial improvement, the
applicant should submit their formal application (Attachment B) to the Administering
Agency.
E. A complete application will include the following:
i. A completed Façade Improvement Program Official application
(Attachment B) which will include the applicant’s name, property address,
and signature and approval by the property owner (if applicant is a
commercial tenant)
ii. Where applicable, a completed conceptual design phase application
(Attachment B-1), which will include the applicant’s name, property
address, design professional information, and signature and approval by the
property owner (if applicant is a commercial tenant).
iii. A brief description of the project
iv. At least two bids for the project from qualified contractors
v. The plans submitted to the SDRB
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F. Owner/Applicant will obtain a minimum of two written proposals from qualified
contractors and sub-contractors to complete the remodeling in accordance with the plans
and specifications and all applicable laws and then submit to the Administering Agency
for its review and approval. The Owner/Applicant is not required to accept the lowest bid.
If there is a difference in total pricing of 20% between the two bids and the
Owner/Applicant wishes to go with the more expensive bid, the Owner/Applicant is
responsible for explaining in writing why there is a pricing difference and why the higher
bid is being chosen.
G. Once the application is complete and submitted, the Administering Agency and
designated Village Staff will review the application and, if approved, sign the application.
H. Once all approvals required in steps A-G are obtained and once the SDRB approval is
obtained, the Owner/Applicant and the Administering Agency will execute a Facade
Improvement Program Agreement (Attachment C) in which the Owner/Applicant agrees
to complete the project in a timely manner within one year. Construction on façade
improvements must commence within 90 days of execution of the Façade Improvement
Program Agreement.
I. The Administering Agency agrees to reimburse the Owner/Applicant for 50% of the
exterior façade costs of the project, up to $10,000 per storefront (in addition to $2,000
design grant), with signage, parklet, awning and patio vertical elements reimbursement
capped at $1,500 (including the preparation of plans and specifications), upon completion
of the project. All invoices, proof of payment and lien waivers for the project work must
be reviewed and approved by the Administering Agency and designated Village Staff
before grant reimbursement occurs.
RECORD RETENTION
Certain records related to this Façade Improvement Program are public record and subject to
open records law. As such, records will be retained by the Village of Shorewood and CDA. The
Village of Shorewood is the official custodian for the Façade Improvement Program
documentation.
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Community Development Authority
FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
DRAFT
September 6, 2019
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PURPOSE
This Facade Improvement Program is established to stimulate exterior building improvements to
existing commercial storefronts in the Village of Shorewood. Improvements shall be sufficient in
scope to produce visible improvements to commercial building facades.

PROGRAM GOALS





Enhance the attractiveness of the Village’s Business District.
Promote a high level of maintenance for a sustainable Business District.
Promote commercial vitality and increased economic activity in the Business District.
Maintain or improve existing commercial property values within the Business District
which may also effectuate an increase in property values of the surrounding residential
areas.

TARGET AREA
The Target Area for this Facade Improvement Program includes commercial properties along the
following commercial corridors, within the Village of Shorewood boundaries - both sides of
Oakland Avenue, Capitol Drive and Wilson Drive. (See Attachment A for a map of the Target
Area).
ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES
Eligible activities shall include but are not limited to the following improvements made to
commercial building façade(s) facing a public street:
 Repair and/or replacement of the original building's materials and decorative details
which are deteriorated or missing.
 Repair of non-original materials which cannot be removed due to deterioration of the
underlying original building material.
 Cleaning of exterior building surfaces.
 Tuck pointing and masonry repair.
 Repair, replacement or addition of entrances, doors, display windows, transoms and
upper story windows.
 Removal, repair and/or replacement of existing signs and awnings.
 New signs, awnings, parklets and patio vertical elements (subject to maximum
reimbursement as described in the program funding section).
 New parklet, deck and patio vertical elements (subject to maximum reimbursement as
described in the program funding section)
 Design fees (subject to maximum reimbursement as detailed below).
 Permanent exterior lighting.
 Screening of dumpsters and parking lots, if made of high quality materials in compliance
with Shorewood Design Review Board requirements.
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NON-ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES













Work on non-mixed use, residential buildings.
Work on a commercial building facade not facing a public street.
Work on a roof and/or flooring.
Work done before execution of a Façade Improvement Program Agreement (See
Attachment C).
Purchase of property.
Construction of a NEW building (Construction of an entirely new building AND
construction of any renovation where over 50% of the square footage of the building
renovation is new construction).
Patios, decks or balconies not facing a public street
Fixtures and equipment.
Inventory.
Landscaping.
Signage not in compliance with the Village’s sign code other than for size-related Design
Review Board granted exceptions.
Painting, unless incidental to a larger, approved project.

PROGRAM FUNDING
This program is established to stimulate eligible exterior improvements to existing commercial
storefronts. Three types of grants are available under the program.
Concept Design Grant
Up to $2,000. This grant will share the cost of developing a conceptual design and cost
estimate for improvement of the subject building facade. An approved applicant will
receive 90% of the consultant cost for developing the completed conceptual design and
cost estimate up to $2,000
Facade Improvement Grant
Up to $10,000 (in addition to design grant), per storefront. This grant will share in the
actual cost of implementing the improvements identified in the conceptual design and
cost estimate, including the cost to complete final design and construction documents. An
approved applicant will receive an amount equal to 50% of the aforementioned costs up
to $10,000 per storefront. Parklets, decks and patio vertical elements shall be limited to
$1,500.
Signage or Awning Grant
Up to $1,500 (in addition to design grant), per storefront. This grant will share in the
actual cost of implementing signage or awning improvements identified in the conceptual
design and cost estimate, including the cost to complete final design and construction
documents. An approved applicant will receive an amount equal to 50% of the
aforementioned costs, up to $1,500 per storefront.
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A property owner or business owner that is proposing to do additional improvements to a
commercial storefront in which past improvements were funded by the Facade
Improvement Program, may apply for a Facade Improvement Program grant. However,
this Façade Improvement Program limits Façade Improvement Grants to $10,000 and
Signage or Awning Grants to $1,500 per storefront (in addition to design grant), per fiveyear period. Subsequent requests for the same type of grant within that five-year period
will require direct approval by a majority vote of the CDA members. In considering this
the CDA shall take into consideration one or more of the following factors: change in
ownership, change in business concept and the ability to attract new businesses.
Application requirement A through H and documentation attachments B and C are
minimal requirements for all Façade Improvement Grant and Signage or Awning Grant
requests.
APPLICATION PROCESS
A. The Shorewood Façade Grant Program is described in full on the Administering
Agency’s and Village of Shorewood website. Once the applicant familiarizes themselves
with the program guidelines, they should contact the Administering Agency for a
discussion of the proposed project and how the program may be accessed. The official
application (Attachment B) and conceptual design phase application (Attachment B-1)
can be found on the Village of Shorewood’s website and the Administering Agency’s
website.
B. The applicant and/or qualified design professional prepares a schematic concept elevation
of the facade and a cost estimate for review by Owner/Applicant (if created by a qualified
design professional), Administering Agency, and designated Village Staff.
C. Before completing the application or applying for the grant program, the
Owner/Applicant will submit to designated Village Staff, a Design Review Board
Application including professional material samples for the remodeling concept to the
Shorewood Design Review Board (SDRB) for approval.
D. Once the SDRB has approved the proposed exterior commercial improvement, the
applicant should submit their formal application (Attachment B) to the Administering
Agency.
E. A complete application will include the following:
i. A completed Façade Improvement Program Official application
(Attachment B) which will include the applicant’s name, property address,
and signature and approval by the property owner (if applicant is a
commercial tenant)
ii. Where applicable, a completed conceptual design phase application
(Attachment B-1), which will include the applicant’s name, property
address, design professional information, and signature and approval by the
property owner (if applicant is a commercial tenant).
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iii. A brief description of the project
iv. At least two bids for the project from qualified contractors
v. The plans submitted to the SDRB
F. Owner/Applicant will obtain a minimum of two written proposals from qualified
contractors and sub-contractors to complete the remodeling in accordance with the plans
and specifications and all applicable laws and then submit to the Administering Agency
for its review and approval. The Owner/Applicant is not required to accept the lowest bid.
If there is a difference in total pricing of 20% between the two bids and the
Owner/Applicant wishes to go with the more expensive bid, the Owner/Applicant is
responsible for explaining in writing why there is a pricing difference and why the higher
bid is being chosen.
G. Once the application is complete and submitted, the Administering Agency and
designated Village Staff will review the application and, if approved, sign the application.
H. Once all approvals required in steps A-G are obtained and once the SDRB approval is
obtained, the Owner/Applicant and the Administering Agency will execute a Facade
Improvement Program Agreement (Attachment C) in which the Owner/Applicant agrees
to complete the project in a timely manner within one year. Construction on façade
improvements must commence within 90 days of execution of the Façade Improvement
Program Agreement.
I. The Administering Agency agrees to reimburse the Owner/Applicant for 50% of the
exterior façade costs of the project, up to $10,000 per storefront (in addition to $2,000
design grant), with signage, parklet, awning and patio vertical elements reimbursement
capped at $1,500 (including the preparation of plans and specifications), upon completion
of the project. All invoices, proof of payment and lien waivers for the project work must
be reviewed and approved by the Administering Agency and designated Village Staff
before grant reimbursement occurs.
RECORD RETENTION
Certain records related to this Façade Improvement Program are public record and subject to
open records law. As such, records will be retained by the Village of Shorewood and CDA. The
Village of Shorewood is the official custodian for the Façade Improvement Program
documentation.
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD

REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS TO CDA
Agenda Item: Consider Proposals for housing study
Date: September 4, 2019
Presenter: Bart Griepentrog, AICP

Department: Planning & Development

History – Please include a timeline of historical relevant events related to this agenda item. This may
include previous Village Board action, policies, planning documents, etc. If able, hyperlink to previous
agenda packets (include page number) to reference information. If there is no relevant history, N/A
should be entered in this space.
The CDA approved an RFP for a Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis on
July 12. Five responses were received by the August 9 deadline. CDA Chair Hammond, CDA
Member Mr. Lorino, Village Manager Ewald and Planning & Development Director Griepentrog
reviewed the proposals and selected three firms to follow-up with interviews and references.
Phone interviews were held August 21-23, after which firms were invited to submit amended
proposals based on a better understanding of the project. One firm opted to submit a revised
proposal. Staff has reviewed the revised proposals and previous work samples, in conjunction
with comments from the review and interview process, and is providing a recommendation for
the CDA’s consideration at the September 6th meeting.
Agenda Item Discussion – Please provide a summary of the agenda item along with bullet points
highlighting the main items and key issues to be discussed.
Five responses to the RFP were received from the following companies at the provided cost
estimates. All response are included as attachments to this memo for reference.
• APD Urban Planning & Management ($71,843)
• Chrysalis ($27,850)
• Novogradac ($35,000)*
• Redevelopment Resources ($49,955)*
• SB Friedman ($49,748)
*amended at meeting – originally published incorrectly
Novogradac, Redevelopment Resources and SB Friedman were contacted for follow-up
interviews. All firms were believed to have quality proposals. Based on an understanding of
the project scope; prior experience, proposed personnel and access to resources; work samples
and proposed product; and, cost, staff is recommending that the CDA consider Novogradac for
this project.
Community and Business Outreach – If applicable, did you notify the community groups and
businesses that are directly impacted by this agenda item. Please specify in attached
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communication plan how community groups and businesses will be informed of action after
Village Board consideration.
____ Yes

__X__ No

If Yes, identify how and what community groups and businesses were notified.
Action Required / Recommended – Please include the recommended motion or possible actions for

this agenda item.

I recommend that the CDA contract with Novogradac to perform a Comprehensive Housing Market
Study and Needs Analysis for an amount not to exceed $35,000.

Attachments – Please list the following attachments and supporting documents for this agenda item.

Some attachments may be hyperlinked. Include Fiscal notes, if applicable, as the first attachment
following this memorandum. Attachments may include: agreements/contracts, presentation materials,
letters, service proposals, etc.

1. RFP Response from APD Urban Planning & Management
2. RFP Response from Chrysalis
3. RFP Response from Novogradac
4. RFP Response from Redevelopment Resources
5. Revised RFP Response from SB Friedman
6. Original RFP Response from SB Friedman
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

VILLAGE OF

SHORE
WOOD
COMPREHENSIVE HOUSING
MARKET STUDY AND NEEDS
ANALYSIS

SUBMITTED: August 9, 2019
APD Urban Planning & Management, LLC
260 Peachtree Street NW Suite 1802, Atlanta, Georgia 30303
www.apdurban.com
Contact:
Phone:
Fax:		
E-mail:

Bridget Wiles, COO
(404) 900-5696
(678) 371-8415
bwiles@apdurban.com

Prepared for:
The Village of Shorewood
Community Development Authority
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SECTION I
APD Urban Planning and Management, LLC (APD-U),
established in 1990, is a minority-owned firm with offices
in Jacksonville, FL, and Atlanta, GA. The firm consists of
professionals trained and experienced in multiple disciplines,
including real estate development, neighborhood and urban
planning, architecture, community development, geographic
information systems (GIS), and marketing and branding. The
firm’s principal and founder, Jesse Wiles, has been a leader in the
field of urban planning, historic restoration, affordable housing
development, comprehensive community development, and
neighborhood revitalization since 1980.
At APD-U, each effort is guided by a strong commitment
to public participation and maintaining a transparent,
capacity building relationship with community stakeholders

SECTION II

FIRM PROFILE

impacted by housing issues and the implementation of urban
redevelopment initiatives. Successful urban growth projects
based around housing require the highest level of expertise and
professionalism, and we have been fulfilling – and surpassing –
that requirement since our founding. As a result, APD Urban
Planning and Management, LLC has become recognized as
a leading consultant for housing analysis and one of only a
handful of community planning firms with the capacity to plan,
design, manage, identify financing options, and implement
redevelopment projects. Our work in several municipalities has
lead to the creation of affordable quality housing product that
meets the needs of a variety of incomes within the community,
from affordable rental, to new single family homeownership.

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING,
APPROACH, & SCOPE

Project Understanding

Project Approach

The APD Urban Planning & Management (APD-U) Team
understands that the goal for the Village of Shorewood is to
determine the current state of housing throughout the Village,
through verification of existing conditions and market analysis,
and achieve implementable action strategies to address gaps in
investment in a manner that is transparent and acceptable to the
Village residents.

The APD-U Team’s national experience serves as the foundation
for how the project methodology is formed and executed. The
cornerstone of this work is built on the principle of building
healthy communities through a balance of social, economic,
and environmental solutions based around the delivery of
strategic, sustainable, implementation recommendations.
Our approach avoids the use of strategy templates with a few
words changed here or there. We will bring our knowledge of
national precedents to the project to apply best practices, but
we will craft the final product tailored to the people and culture
of the community involved. Our methodology to community
planning and development is grounded in over thirty years of
knowledge, understanding, and previous experience in planning
and implementing projects in communities comparable to the
Village of Shorewood.

The APD-U Team offers a unique perspective to the scope
of work the Village of Shorewood is requesting through this
RFP. APD-U plans for strong communities, offering a holistic
approach to housing that incorporates many different elements
of urban and neighborhood planning. APD-U has created
multiple price appropriate housing strategies in a variety of
cities and counties, all with unique challenges specific to the
characteristics of the place. Our team has addressed similar
issues for Montgomery County, MD, Dothan, AL, Hartsville,
SC, Atlanta, GA, Florence, SC, Cincinnati, OH, and Houston,
TX.
APD-U also has experience in both housing development as
well as program implementation, being a lead Neighborhood
Stabilization Program (NSP) consultant for the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), as well as extensive
experience working with the public and private sector on
housing issues, enabling the Team to approach this issue with
an understanding of assets and constraints.

ii

The APD-U Team, working together as a think-tank of experts,
brings a different methodology and analytical approach to the
Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis.
Our approach to the proposed scope of services is a multiphase process that emphasizes implementation, driven by
community engagement, and is grounded in market realities.
The implementation-focused process incorporates participatory
community engagement and market analyses to ensure buyin and action. The resulting product will be a user-friendly
implementation tool to guide Shorewood through any policy
or program changes necessary to inform housing preservation,
revitalization and development. This tool will incorporate
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measurable goals and objectives focused on both serving
the needs of existing residents and attracting new housing
investment into the community. This implementable action
plan will provide guidance to the Village and key stakeholders
on creating the public-private partnerships necessary for the
successful development of quality, price appropriate housing
opportunities and choice.
Our methodology is organized into three (3) major phases
to facilitate a straightforward transition from planning to
implementation – Overview, Analysis, and Implementation.
The APD-U Team will review and aggregate the existing plans
and data, conditions and findings from community/stakeholder
meetings to establish a comprehensive understanding of
Shorewood’s housing market. One factor that sets our work
apart from other firms specializing in housing studies is our
focus on neighborhood-level analysis in order to promote
policy and program recommendations that feel familiar and
implementable to local stakeholders and residents. APD-U’s
analysis will segment Shorewood into four “neighborhood”
subareas based on the intersection of Capitol Drive and Oakland
Avenue, each with a unique set of qualities that will be utilized
in crafting housing recommendations. This neighborhood
segmentation will allow for direct comparisons to the Village
as a whole and other comparable neighborhoods within the
Milwaukee metropolitan area.
This information will allow the Team to create the vision
necessary to champion future housing development efforts.
The APD-U Team will begin to analyze the segmented findings,
as well as gather additional information about the community
inclusive of demographics, land use, amenities and market data.
We will use this data to identify gaps, opportunities, and potential
challenges for Shorewood and within each subarea. Both the
aggregated data and the analysis will inform the development
of an objective, strategic decision making process that will help
narrow down potential priority housing development areas,
projects, and policies. A strategy will be developed for the
implementation of housing policies and programs inclusive of
regulatory framework recommendations, financing strategies
and internal/external organizational structures. The collective
strategy will aid in depicting a housing vision for the Village
of Shorewood, and implementation strategies will point
to responsible entities, funding opportunities, and project
schedule, all designed to help shape the creation of future
housing choices and opportunities.
The timeline for the scope of work is four (4) months.

Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis

Ongoing - Project Management
The APD-U Team recommends for the formation of a Project
Management Team (PMT) made up of both public and private
sector representatives selected at the discretion of the Village
of Shorewood with input from the APD-U Team. The Project
Management Team will work with the APD-U Team to design
a Project Kick-Off Meeting. The Project Kick-Off Meeting is
designed to provide a mechanism to refine the project scope
and study boundaries, refine the community participation
process, assess study area dynamics, provide feedback on recent
planning and development initiatives, identify opportunities
for potential private sector involvement, and establish a
framework for the project’s political support. Additional
meetings will run concurrently with the public participation
process, allowing the integration of information between both
groups.
Task 0.1 Deliverables:
• Maximum of five (5) on-site meetings, inclusive of Project
Kick Off Meeting;
• Monthly conference calls
• Meeting agendas, schedule, and written meeting notes for
all meetings; and
• Submission of any collateral meeting materials

Task 1 – Project Overview
Task 1.1 Existing Plan Review
The APD-U Team will review existing plans and initiatives
(maximum of ten). This step will reveal opportunities for
building on existing efforts within the Village of Shorewood,
and will give the APD-U Team a framework of what has been
planned in the past, the community’s involvement in each
planning process, and what has been implemented since the
creation of the plans. The APD-U Team will rely on the client
to provide copies of existing plans and GIS data for analysis.
Task 1.1 Deliverable:
• Previous Plans and Studies Matrix

Task 1.2 Existing Redevelopment Framework Review
The APD-U Team will conduct a compilation of existing
planning and zoning documents to support an examination
of the existing redevelopment framework for impediments to
housing development based around policies relating to land
use, zoning, building code, urban design, transportation,
housing, taxes, and economic development. These documents
include the Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Zoning
Code, as well as any documents relating to local or regional
transportation plans or projects.
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Task 1.2 Deliverable:
• Inventory of existing and upcoming projects
• Existing Framework Fact Sheet

Task 2 - Analysis and Assessment
Task 2.1 Demographic and Conditions Analysis
To determine the best opportunities for housing development,
the APD-U Team will analyze the demographic and housing
conditions that shape the total Shorewood market, as well as
the greater Milwaukee area. Analysis will be undertaken for the
entire Village area and further broken into four “neighborhood”
subareas: NW, NE, SE, SW. An understanding of the current
residential market in the study area and its areas of influence
will provide a context for making informed decisions on where
to invest public resources, subsidies and initiatives in the most
effective way. The demographic and conditions analysis should
examine current supply and demand factors driving housing
decisions in the greater marketplace, and will examine:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population characteristics, trends, and projections;
Household characteristics and formation rates;
Population age distribution and median household age;
Distribution of household incomes and median household
income;
Tenure, type, age, value, and vacancy estimates of the
residential housing stock;
Present conditions of housing based on local appraisal
data;
Housing market sales and product turnover;
Transportation and utility costs;
Labor force characteristics and labor force participation
rates; and
Changes in employment by industry and occupation.

A conditions analysis will be conducted on all residential
housing in all subareas. This analysis will utilize available
appraisal and ownership data to estimate the structural
conditions of homes and apartments for each subarea. This
information will be spatially visualized through GIS mapping,
which when combined with residential value estimates, will
provide a spatial identification of all naturally affordable
housing stock within Shorewood as well as any recent
“teardowns”.
Task 2.1 Deliverable:
• Housing and Demographic “Snapshot” Report
• Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing and Teardown
Identification Map

iv

Task 2.2 Residential Supply and Demand Analysis
A detailed analysis of existing for-sale and rental housing
market conditions is a necessary foundation for a supply and
demand analysis. The APD-U Team will conduct a thorough
analysis of the for-sale and rental residential real estate supply
in the Village of Shorewood, focusing on both market-rate and
subsidized/income controlled housing units. The Team will
examine the following housing market segments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For-sale market rate;
For-sale subsidized;
Market rate rental;
Subsidized rental;
Senior and age-restricted housing;
Public housing; and
Short-term rental

The Team will analyze properties utilizing the Village property
assessment data, and Census housing data to generate an
inventory of for-sale and rental properties. In addition, the
APD-U Team will speak to real estate brokers, property
managers and appraisers with knowledge about Village’s and
study area’s residential and real estate markets. The analysis
will identify for-sale and rental housing properties by location
within each subarea, providing thematic mapping to depict
affordable housing concentrations and depth of market.
To complement the supply-side real estate analysis, the APD-U
Team will gather information on the current demand for forsale and rental residential housing based on household size,
age of householder and income level. This effort will provide
a detailed analysis of the relative demand for market rate and
subsidized housing and rental housing. It is important to
note that this analysis will follow the HUD (HOME program
and FMR income limits) standards for housing assistance as
followed by other local affordable housing authorities.
The Team will evaluate various demand indicators, including,
but not limited to building permits, price points, vacancy
rates, and the number of days that properties remain on the
market. The analysis will identify the types of residential
market demand and will detail the depth of that demand at
different household income levels and housing price points.
Housing demand projections will be based on 2 to 5-, 10-, and
15-year total market capture rates based on overall economic
projections for the Milwaukee area.
This analysis will be supplemented with an evaluation of
demographic trends and projections. This resulting analysis
will help develop an understanding of the past, present, and
future residential vitality within the Village of Shorewood. The
following key market groups will be evaluated, with residential
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demand detailed by housing type, bedroom size, and quantity
of demand:
•
•
•
•
•

Students
Singles/Young Professionals;
Families
Retiree/55+ Years and Older; and
Special needs.

Task 2.2 Deliverable:
• Residential Housing Market Analysis
Task 2.3 Housing Affordability Analysis
To isolate the need for affordable housing, it is important that
the demographic analysis correspond to the same geographic
boundaries of the residential market analysis and affordable
housing analysis. Given the current HUD sensitivities to
clustering public and affordable housing in lower income
neighborhoods, it will be important to analyze the different
levels of housing affordability by housing subarea. The resulting
Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis
will attempt to achieve a wider distribution of affordablypriced housing throughout the Village.
The APD-U Team will document the affordable housing
demand with the existing supply and identify potential unmet
housing needs in the Village as a whole. Spatial clusters of
affordable housing will be identified using a combination of
demographic and parcel-level data. The analysis will also detail
the affordability of housing for households that do not qualify
for existing housing assistance programs. Several data sources
categorize households by age of the head of the household, size
and income. This provides insight into the size (1-bedroom,
2-bedroom…) and type (elderly, non-elderly) of housing
needed by the “at-risk” population.
Task 2.3 Deliverable:
• Residential Housing Affordability Analysis
Task 2.4 Subarea and Market Group Profiles
The APD-U Team will create a summary housing profiles for
each of the four designated subareas and key market groups,
detailing the housing that would be meeting the needs of these
groups. The residential market analysis will help identify the
housing product that is most appropriate at different income
affordability levels within each of the four subareas.
Task 2.4 Deliverable:
• Subarea and Market Group Housing Market Profiles

Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis

Task 3 - Public Engagement/
Community Outreach
The objective of the Public Outreach/Community Engagement
Plan is for the Village of Shorewood residents and stakeholders
to play an active role in the development of a housing
strategy. Planning with a community instead of planning
for a community results in plans that are more likely to be
supported and implemented with transparency. Working with
the PMT, the APD-U Team will prepare a Public Outreach/
Community Engagement Plan that is inclusive of all segments
of the population including local residents, businesses,
developers, service providers, schools, churches, property
owners, neighborhood associations and elected officials.
Task 3.1 Project Tour and Kickoff Meeting
In addition to the Project Kick Off Meeting as outlined in the
Project Management Task above, the APD-U Team, along
with Village staff and key stakeholders, will participate in an
extensive, guided tour of the Village, particularly those areas
in which adequate housing may be lacking. This a tour will
give the APD-U team a stakeholder’s view and perspective
on the reality of housing and housing-related issues facing
the residents of Shorewood. As a part of this process, the
Team will work with the PMT to design a route and identify
strategic locations that will reveal the assets, opportunities and
challenges that can help guide recommendations.
Task 3.1 Deliverable:
• Tour Route Map and Summary of Observations
• Kick Off Meeting Notes
Task 3.2 Stakeholder Interviews
This task will include a series of in-person interviews with key
individuals with knowledge of the Village, local residential
real estate market and housing needs. Over the years, we have
learned that the most effective way to begin to understand a
community is through candid one-on-one interviews with
business and property owners, neighborhood residents,
affordable housing agencies (public and non-profit), affordable
housing developers, major employers (including Federal
agencies), community leaders, stakeholders, and citizens.
These interviews include no less than five (5) focus groups or
one-on-one interviews.
Task 3.2 Deliverables:
• Stakeholder Meeting Schedule, Agenda, and Notes
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Task 3.3 Public Forum (3)
The APD-U Team’s vast experience and research has shown
that the ideas of residents provide for a creative addition to
the expertise of the Team and the clients. The APD-U Team
proposes two public forums during the same day to educate
and inform the public and to obtain necessary input on the
ongoing study process, and recommended strategies. The
third public forum will be to share the final affordable housing
strategies and recommendations, as approved by the PMT.
The public forum meetings will be planned with the Project
Management Team, but could include various formats include
a visioning charrette, open house and/or town hall meeting
formats. The APD-U Team will rely on client to provide
outreach for all public forums.
The outcome of the Public Forums will be guiding principles
and an overarching vision statement that will be the roadmap for
future housing redevelopment alternatives, recommendations,
and strategies that will be explored in the Implementation
phase.
Task 3.3 Deliverables:
• Community Meeting summaries inclusive of resident
feedback, concerns, and collateral material produced for
the meetings (flyers, presentations, emails, etc.).

Task 4 - Implementation Program
and Strategies
The APD-U Team has a national reputation for developing
realistic, achievable implementation strategies. Based upon
the efforts detailed above, and coordinated discussions with the
Project Management Team, the APD-U Team will develop the
specific initiative recommendations for each of Shorewood’s
neighborhoods. Recommendations will be crafted around the
unique characteristics of each subarea identified in Task 2.
Subarea-level analysis will determine the spatial-targeting of
strategies, ensuring that neighborhoods with the greatest need
receive the greatest assistance.
This strategy will detail the roles and responsibilities of all
relevant implementation partners, not just of the Village
staff and departments. The results of this effort will become
the “road map” for the Village of Shorewood to follow to
coordinate internal and external implementation efforts,
as well as defining the benchmarks to measure the relative
success of the overall Comprehensive Housing Market Study
and Needs Analysis and its individual components. Each
recommended strategy will also undergo a financial analysis
to determine its fiscal impact and to weigh programs, policies,
or projects by their estimated costs and benefits. The following
vi

tasks are associated with the delivery of the final documents as
requested in the RFP. All documents will be submitted to the
client in draft form to review prior to the finalization of the
Analysis.
Task 4.1 Housing Programs and Initiatives Roles and
Responsibilities Matrix
The APD-U Team proposes to provide housing policy, program
and initiative recommendations targeted specifically to each of
the subareas defined above and will speak to their uniqueness,
especially in the preservation and development of housing in
the subareas as defined above. Recommendations will indicate
how and where these programs, policies and initiatives can
stabilize neighborhoods, improve safety, encourage social
and economic mobility, support homeownership, and attract
businesses and jobs. These recommendations would create
avenues for support from outside agencies, including nonprofit organizations, private partners and foundations, and
empower citizen participants to mobilize to support policies
that will affect them most directly. A Housing Programs/
Initiative checklist will be prepared that will outline tasks, roles
and responsibilities of each implementation partner involved
in the process. The checklist for the initial projects will include
a time-line for implementation, as well as a list of resources
needed to complete the project(s) and which workforce sectors
will be the intended target.
Task 4.1 Deliverable:
• Housing Programs and Initiatives Matrix
Task 4.2 Program, Policy and Regulatory Framework
The APD-U Team will provide recommendations that will
encourage the adoption of a regulatory environment where
sustainable and affordable housing development can flourish.
The APD-U Team will gather all the findings from the previous
tasks to recommend modifications to existing or development
of new regulatory frameworks and programs. They will be
used to view and evaluate existing conditions and regulations
in the study area and how they relate to both existing and
proposed development. The Team will also use the input from
community stakeholders regarding how they would like their
Village to be developed.
Task 4.2 Deliverable:
• Findings and recommendations of program, policy, and
regulatory recommendations meant to support price
appropriate housing development.
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Task 4.3 Funding and Financial Strategies
The APD-U team will undergo a cost and benefit analysis
on each recommended strategy to establish a nexus between
implementation and funding. Cost analysis will utilize the
need established in Task 2 and quantify any catalytic results
from new public and private investment.
The APD-U Team will identify the full array of potential
funding sources for all manner of housing, economic
development, and new business development. The analysis
will also include a description of how each source can be used
to leverage private investment through the creation of public/
private development partnerships. The APD-U Team will
develop a Funding Strategy(s) that will work in concert with
each of the key components of the Housing Implementation
Plan, looking at solutions aimed to expand opportunities for
jobs, retail, housing, and supportive services in and around the
neighborhood.
Task 4.3 Deliverable:
• Program Costs Analysis
• Funding Sources and Uses Matrix
Task 4.4 Housing Implementation Plan
The Housing Implementation Plan will be the culmination
of the above analyses for future implementation efforts. In
developing the Implementation Plan, the APD-U Team’s
primary focus is to offer viable recommendations that are
grounded in the market realities of the study area’s strengths
and weaknesses. It is crucial that short-term strategies
focus on initiatives that the Village of Shorewood and/or its
implementation partners can undertake within the first few
years without large commitments of public funds or time.
Undertaking incremental steps in the beginning stages of an
implementation strategy should build momentum and give
potential investors confidence in the plan.
For each action or strategy in the implementation plan, the
APD-U Team will assign oversight responsibility, establish
timetables for implementation and completion, recommended
staffing, and potential funding demands, and evaluate
potential impacts. The implementation plan may be presented
in a user-friendly evaluation matrix that can be distributed to
various implementing organizations or committee members.
The Five-Year Implementation Plan will be prepared that
will outline tasks, actions, and projects in the Study area
development process. The checklist for the initial projects
will include a time-line for implementation, as well as a list of
resources needed and available to complete the project(s) and
responsible parties.

Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis

Task 4.4 Deliverable:
• Five Year Strategic Affordable Housing Implementation
Plan Table

Task 5 - Final Report
Task 5.1 Draft and Final Report and Presentation
At the conclusion of Tasks 1-4, a final project book entitled,
Shorewood Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs
Analysis will be produced. The contents will document the
process used to develop the implementation recommendations
and strategies, and provide clear, action steps for transitioning
the Study Area out of planning implementation. The Plan will
include all maps, charts, tables, graphic illustrations, supporting
narratives, and any additional materials created during the
course of the process that supports the implementation
strategies recommended. The APD-U Team will present the
draft report and implementation strategies to the PMT for
review and discussion on how to address affordable housing
needs and demands to advance the implementation strategies.
Feedback from the PMT and other identified stakeholders will
be expected within a 15-day period from the time the draft
report is submitted to the PMT.
Following feedback on the draft report, the APD-U Team will
finalize and deliver the report to the Village of Shorewood
within the agreed upon period of performance. The final report
will be produced in a format that can be used by the Project
Management Team, real estate industry professionals (bankers,
realtors), local non-profit developers, for profit developers,
Village officials, and other affordable housing development
entities. This document is intended to be used as a resource
document by the Village of Shorewood as they move forward
with affordable housing implementation activities throughout
the Village. The APD-U Team will provide the Village of
Shorewood ten (10) bound hard copies, inclusive of a separate
stand-alone Executive Summary, and an electronic PDF copy.
Task 5.1 Deliverables:
• Ten full-color copies of the Final Report, inclusive of
digital version of report;
• All original documents in electronic format, including
Indesign, Word, Excel, GIS maps, and shapefiles; and
• Report Presentation
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SECTION III

STAFFING

Organizational Chart
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
APD URBAN PLANNING & MANAGEMENT, LLC
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER
Bridget Wiles
SENIOR PLANNER
Matt Bedsole, AICP

SENIOR ANALYST
Steven Gonzales

GIS PLANNER
Meng Gao

COMPREHENSIVE HOUSING MARKET STUDY AND NEEDS ANALYSIS

Key Personnel and Responsibilities*
Team Member

Project Role and Responsibilities

Past Experience

Bridget Wiles

Project Lead – Bridget has a background in social and
community development. She will serve as the Project
Manager and primary point of contact. She has led and
managed dozens of interdisciplinary teams over the past
two decades built around community development.

Led city and neighborhood-oriented
housing studies in Dothan, AL, Hartsville,
SC and Cincinnati, OH.

Matthew Bedsole,
AICP

Matt will serve as the project coordinator, ensuring events,
tasks, and deliverables remain on schedule. He will ensure
that all data analysis is synthesized into a helpful narrative
that will lead the development of program and policy
recommendations.

Conducted multiple residential market
analysis for a variety of larger planning
studies, including redevelopment plans
in Douglasville, GA and Florence, SC.
Additionally, he has lead the development
of housing program and policy analysis and
recommendations in Houston, TX.

Steven Gonzales

Steven will provide data analysis for the project, utilizing
ESRI Community Analysis, Census data, and local data to
create a comprehensive understanding of the local housing
conditions and market. He will also lead the development
of all market demand projections

Steven has constructed the basis on a
number of housing market studies in
Montgomery County, MD, Cincinnati, OH,
Dothan, AL, and Atlanta, GA.

Meng Gao

Meng will built spatial understanding of the project
through the creation of a series of maps. She will provide
data cleaning and coding services for all local and
nationally-sourced data.

Meng has built out mapping capabilities for
projects in Houston, TX, Cincinnati, OH,
and Florence, SC.

*For personnel resumes and biographies, please visit www.apdurban.com
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SECTION IV

PROJECT PROFILES

CLIENT:
City of Dothan Planning
Department
126 N. Saint Andrews St.,
Room 305
Dothan, AL 36303
CONTACT:
Maurice Head, CDBG
Administrator
City of Dothan (Alabama)
mihead@Dothan.org
(334) 615-4417
APD-U’S ROLE:
Neighborhood and Urban
Planning
Housing & Affordability
Community Engagement
GIS Mapping
DATE OF SERVICE:
2017 - 2018

CLIENT:
The Seven Hills
Neighborhood Houses
Center
901 Findlay Street
Cincinnati, OH 45214
CONTACT:
Alexis Kidd-Zaffer,
Executive Director,
The Seven Hills
Neighborhood Houses
Center
alexis.kidd@7hillsnh.com
(513) 407-5362
APD-U’S ROLE:
Community Engagement
Parcel Analysis
Demographic Analysis and
Mapping
Affordable Rental Housing
Preservation
DATE OF SERVICE:
2018 - 2019

Dothan Strategic Affordable Housing
Implementation Plan
City of Dothan, Dothan Housing Authority
Dothan, Alabama

Project Scope
The City of Dothan commissioned a comprehensive affordable housing study to assess the
current state of affordable housing in the City based on existing conditions and market
realities. The City also wanted several implementable action strategies to address affordable
housing gaps identified by the assessment.
Our Work
The project was organized into three (3) major phases: Overview, Analysis, and
Implementation. The Overview phase created an understanding of Dothan’s housing market
through the review and aggregation of existing plans, data, and findings from community
and stakeholder outreach. The Analysis phase included the collection of conditions data for
over 14,000 parcels, a parcel analysis, and a comprehensive market analysis. These activities
informed the development of an objective, strategic decision-making process to help narrow
priority housing development areas. The concluding deliverable informed the city of needed
resources, timetables, and responsibilities needed to implement outlined strategies.

Cincinnati’s West End Housing Framework

The PORT of Greater Cincinnati Development Authority, The Seven Hills
Neighborhood Houses Center
Cincinnati, Ohio
Project Scope
The PORT of Greater Cincinnati Development Authority commissioned a housing
framework to guide the sustainable and equitable revitalization of the West End community.
The goals were to supplement existing West End conditions data, contextualize the threat of
displacement, determine the current state of the neighborhood’s affordable housing through
community engagement, verification of existing conditions and updated market analysis, and
achieve implementable action strategies to address affordable housing gaps in a manner that
is transparent and acceptable to residents.
Our Work
The project was organized into three (3) major phases to facilitate a straightforward transition
from planning to implementation – Overview, Analysis, and Implementation. The Overview
phase focused on exploring the community, establishing community relationships, and
understanding the West End’s housing needs. The Analysis phase collected information to on
the local housing market. A housing analysis was conducted to understand the current local
housing breakdown and GAP. The subsequent Risk Displacement Analysis contextualized
the threat of displacement if no investments or actions were taken in the neighborhood.
The Implementation phase leveraged the analysis to inform the development of an
objective, strategic decision-making process to help narrow down potential priority housing
development areas.

Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis
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CLIENT:
City of Hartsville Planning
Department
100 East Carolina Avenue
Hartsville, SC 29550

South Hartsville (SC) Residential Market and
Marketability Study
City of Hartsville
South Hartsville, South Carolina

CONTACT:
Brenda Kelley, Planning and
Zoning Administrator
(843) 383-3009
brenda.kelley@hartsvillesc.
gov

Project Scope

APD-U’S ROLE:
Housing and Affordability
Neighborhood and Urban
Planning
Community Engagement
Urban Design

Our Work

DATE OF SERVICE:
2016 - 2017

CLIENT:
RKG Associates
300 Montgomery St Ste 203
Alexandria VA 22314
CONTACT:
Kyle Talente, Vice President
and Principal
RKG Associates
300 Montgomery St Ste 203
Alexandria VA 22314
kst@rkgassociates.com
APD-U’S ROLE:
GIS Mapping Services
Neighborhood and Urban
Planning
Housing & Affordability
DATE OF SERVICE:
2015 – 2017

x

APD Urban Planning and Management, LLC (APD-U) was requested to provide a
proposal to conduct a housing affordability and marketability study for the South Hartsville
neighborhood of Hartsville, SC. The recommendation for the commission of this study came
from the recently adopted South Hartsville Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy (NRS).

APD-U conducted a detailed parcel analysis of existing conditions in South Hartsville.
The data, along with other County and City data, was incorporated into a Suitability and
Marketability Analysis to determine areas conducive to successful introduction of new and
renovated housing within South Hartsville. The Team, with assistance from ZimmermanVolk Associates also conducted a residential market analysis of predominant real estate and
economic trends impacting the public and affordable housing market in the South Hartsville
neighborhood. As a value added component, APD-U determined potential catalyst projects
areas and provided a sample site plan of desired market characteristics for successful
redevelopment. As part of their recommendations, APD-U provide implementation steps
and funding and partnership opportunities for both private and public developments.

Montgomery County Affordable Rental Study
RKG Associates and Maryland-National Capital Parks and Planning
Commission
Montgomery County, MD
Project Scope
Maryland-National Capital Parks and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC) retained RKG
Associates and APD Urban Planning and Management, LLC to perform a rental housing
study. M-NCPPC wanted to garner a detailed understanding of the current and potential
market conditions influencing rental housing within Montgomery County, MD. The intent
of the analysis is to identify policies, programs and strategies to ensure the County’s rental
housing supply/demand equilibrium is optimized.

Our Work
APD-U was charged with conducting a Neighborhood Level Assessment that would assist
with identifying potential locations in Montgomery County where affordable rental housing
could be developed or locations in which affordable rental housing would be preserved. The
goal of the Neighborhood Assessment is to gain comprehensive understanding of influences
that “convert” a neighborhood to be affordable through either preservation or introduction of
new affordable units, and those factors that threatens affordability from a market perspective.
Along with M-NCPPC, APD-U identified and analyzed specific neighborhoods to be used
as model neighborhoods to draft affordable rental housing polices and recommendations for
duplication throughout Montgomery County.
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SECTION V

SCHEDULE

Village of Shorewood Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis
Tasks

1

Months
2
3

4

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
0.1

Project Management

1.1
1.2

Existing Plan Review
Existing Redevelopment Framework Review

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Demographic and Conditions Analysis
Residential Supply and Demand Analysis
Housing Affordability Analysis
Subarea and Market Group Profiles

3.1
3.2
3.3

Project Tour and Kickoff Meeting
Stakeholder Interviews
Public Forums

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Housing Programs and Initiatives Roles/Responsibilities Matrix
Policy and Regulatory Framework
Cost, Funding, and Financial Strategies
Affordable Housing Implementation Plan

5.1

Draft and Final Report Presentation

PROJECT OVERVIEW

HOUSING ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

PUBLIC OUTREACH/COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

IMPLEMENTATION POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

FINAL REPORT

PRICE PROPOSAL*

Village of Shorewood Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis
(120 days)

SECTION VI
Tasks

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
0.2

Invoicing

0.1

Project Management (4 monthly PMT/8 internal mtgs)+Kickoff

Total
Hours

Total Fee
$

740

52 $

11,132

15 $
10 $

2,910
2,510

25 $
45 $
41 $

3,682
8,110
4,766

0 $
16 $
55 $

‐
3,088
12,564

PROJECT OVERVIEW
1.1
1.2
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5.1

Existing Plan Review
Existing Redevelopment Framework Review
HOUSING ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT
Demographic and Conditions Analysis
Residential Supply and Demand Analysis
Housing Affordability Analysis
PUBLIC OUTREACH/COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Project Tour
Stakeholder Interviews (5)
Public Forums (2) ‐ include collateral materials
IMPLEMENTATION POLICIES AND STRATEGIES
Housing Programs and Initiatives Roles/Responsibilities Matrix
Policy and Regulatory Framework
Funding and Financial Strategies
Housing Implementation Plan
FINAL REPORT
Draft Report and Presentation (2 ‐ draft findings/final report)
TOTAL
Hourly Rates

SECTION VII

12
16
6
30

$
$
$
$

*Modified fees may occur at
the insistence of the contracted
client due to important elements
related to the project that might
arise during the contracted
period of work. Changes to the
fee structure are dependent on
client approval and suggested
changes by the consultant would
be communicated through written
email.

2,992
2,960
1,860
5,355

35 $

9,174

358 $

71,843

INSURANCE

APD-U carries the standard insurance policies and limits as outlined in the Terms and Conditions of the RFP and will provide
the appropriate Certificate of Insurance on successful award of the project. See the attached contract for detailed policy limits.
Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis
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xi

Chrysalis Research & Consulting, LLC
12th and Midtown
1075 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
404.965.3955
www.AChrysalisCommunity.com
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August 7, 2019
Bart Griepentrog, Planning & Development Director
Dear Mr. Griepentrog:
Chrysalis Research & Consulting, LLC welcomes the opportunity to offer this response to your RFP request for a
Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Assessment for the Village of Shorewood, WI. Chrysalis is
uniquely positioned to assist the Village with its action planning regarding housing. We understand that this
planning process is designed to assist with assessing and planning for projected housing, affordable housing, and
special population housing needs including potential interventions, policy alternatives, and the restart of a housing
loan program. Chrysalis’s consultants bring over 20 years of combined experience assisting local governments with
their planning and analysis needs related to housing market analysis and housing needs assessments. Our
professionals have provided analysis for over 20 client jurisdictions across the United States.
Chrysalis is dedicated to an inclusive stakeholder and community resident engagement process that incorporates
the feedback and needs of all relevant stakeholders including those from special needs populations. Therefore,
Chrysalis is pleased to offer a stakeholder and public engagement process that includes surveying and community
meetings in Spanish as needed. as well as the availability of evening and weekend community meetings. In addition,
we assess the accessibility of meeting locations and the feedback process, as well as provide contact information
and resources for accommodations. Chrysalis professionals possess expertise in the design of affordable housing
practices for additional special needs population including disability and senior housing.
At Chrysalis we understand that the availability of affordable housing is a critical component of sustainable
economic growth and competitiveness. Therefore, our solutions are designed to address local needs with
implementation in mind. Our recommendations are realistic and actionable, and we take care to ensure they are
also measurable so that our clients can demonstrate concrete results to stakeholders and citizens. Chrysalis’s team
offers a breadth of experience related to housing development. Because our background encompasses community
planning and needs assessment, our firm has a unique understanding of the work to be performed for the Village of
Shorewood, including the incorporation of other recent plans and research, collaboration with other local and
regional planning efforts, meaningful engagement of the community, assessment of stakeholder capacity and
strategic partnerships, insightful data analysis, and sound strategy recommendations.
Chrysalis has insurance coverage in the amounts of $1,000,000/$2,000,000 towards professional liability. Should
the Village of Shorewood select Chrysalis as a contractor, Chrysalis certifies that it will obtain any additional
insurance coverage so as to meet the minimum limits stipulated in any Risk Management Provisions – Insurance
and Indemnification for the Village. Chrysalis will provide a Certificate of Insurance showing proof of insurance
requirements upon request.
As the undersigned representative, I am authorized to negotiate a potential contract on behalf of Chrysalis
Research & Consulting, LLC, Please feel free to contact me at (404) 965-3955, via email at
shuna@AChrysalisCommunity.com or by mail at Chrysalis Research & Consulting, 12th and Midtown, 1075
Peachtree NE, Suite 3650, Atlanta, GA 30309. Thank you for your consideration. In addition, I am also available via
cell phone at 470-414-0209. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Shuna L. Mason
Principal and Project Manager
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FIRM BACKGROUND, HISTORY, AND QUALIFICATIONS

Firm History and Management
Chrysalis Research & Consulting, LLC is a Minority Business Enterprise/Women Business Enterprise
domestic limited liability company organized under Georgia law. The firm is owned and managed by its
principal, Shuna Mason and no changes in overall corporate management or ownership are anticipated.
The firm has four additional subcontractors that provide research, consultation, policy analysis, and
technical assistance to clients on a full-time basis.
Chrysalis was formed with a firm understanding of the myriad of factors that impact affordable housing
and community and economic development. We understand that building healthy communities that uplift
residents is impacted by multiple economic, social, and political factors. For this reason, Chrysalis is
committed to providing research and consulting that is multidisciplinary and multidimensional
incorporating expertise from fields, such as urban planning, public administration, business, finance, social
work, community health, and sociology. The vast experience of our consultants allows us to conduct
needs assessments that focus on intersectional factors that affect affordable housing, as well as community
development and economic viability. Our comprehensive needs assessments allow us to design
customized and workable solutions, best practices, and action plans that comply with HUD regulatory
requirements and promote success for your community and its residents.
Chrysalis is firm in its commitment to inclusivity in the public engagement process and offers a community
and stakeholder engagement process designed to improve on the capacity to outreach to diverse
community residents. Chrysalis is dedicated to a truly collaborative community process that incorporates
stakeholders that are diverse in race, ethnicity, gender, income, religion, physical/mental ability, and
perspective –allowing an opportunity for the full recognition of the breadth of community citizens and
stakeholders that are impacted by the planning process. Chrysalis is proud to offer the availability of
Spanish translation during the public engagement process as applicable, as well as evening and weekend
community meetings. Chrysalis is diligent in assessing meeting locations and the stakeholder engagement
process for accessibility and providing resources for accommodations as needed.
Chrysalis professionals have over 20 years of combined experience addressing issues related to housing
including the completion of more than 20 fair housing and affordable housing analyses for clients across
the country. These products included fair housing and equity assessments and analyses of impediments to
fair housing choice for HUD grantees, housing market analyses and housing needs assessments for
municipal clients, and a housing planning study for a state government regarding reconstruction of
affordable housing lost to a natural disaster. Our previous clients have included single municipalities and
counties, consolidated governments, and multi-jurisdictional bodies. Our professionals have prepared fair
housing analyses for rural, suburban, and urban clients, with populations ranging from 10,000 to more
than four million residents.

.
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PROJECT APPROACH
Chrysalis’s proposed scope of work for the Comprehensive Housing Analysis and Needs is designed to help
the Village understand and prioritize its housing needs. Our consulting team will approach this project in four
stages. Specific tasks are outlined by project stage on the following pages.

STAGE ONE:
PROJECT
KICKOFF
Initial Meeting and
Community Planning
Tour
Community
Engagement Plan
Review of Previous
Studies and Plans

STAGE TWO:
HOUSING NEEDS
ASSESSMENT
Community Meetings
and Interviews

STAGE THREE:
HOUSING
STRATEGY

STAGE FOUR:
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

Best Practices Research

Identification of
Priority Tools

Affordable Housing
Inventory

Strategies, Tools and
Partnerships

Current and Future
Housing Needs

Delivery of Draft

Barriers to Housing Needs

Presentation of Findings
& Recommendations

Development of
Implementation Plans
Delivery of Final
Assessment & Strategy

Stage One: Project Kickoff
Task 1.1 Initial Meeting/Community Tour: The consulting team will meet with the local project team, including Village
of Shorewood Planning, Community Development and/or other staff, to review and finalize project expectations,
scope of work, data needs, and timeline. We will discuss previous housing plans and/or need assessments aspects of
those studies that staff identify as most relevant for this project, including definitions of housing types (“subsidized,”
“affordable,” and “workforce”).Conduct a planning tour to get acquainted with the Village, its neighborhoods, and
recent, planned, or proposed development sites.

Stages Two/Three: Research & Report Drafting

1.

Task 2.1 Review of Previous Plans/Community Interviews/Community Engagement: The consulting
team will review previous plans and studies including, but not limited to: the State of Wisconsin Act 243
Housing Report Requirements, Comprehensive Plan (2030), 2019 Community Survey Results, Senior
Housing Survey, 2006 Housing Feasibility Study, Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission
(SEWRPC) Regional Housing Plan: 2035 and the SEWRPC Regional Housing Plan Implementation Report:
2013 and gather input through one-on-one interviews and/or focus groups, develop a plan for community
engagement that identifies stakeholders, techniques to gather input, schedule and locations for community
meetings and interviews, and a communication strategy for publicizing project events. Chrysalis
anticipates that public engagement will include:
•
•
•

Up to three (3) community needs assessment meetings/workshops;
One-on-one stakeholder interviews;
Presentations at up to three (3) meetings of the Community Development Authority;
Monthly meeting and progress reports to the Community Development Authority
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•
•

Online and hard copy surveys of residents, employees, and other stakeholders; and
Project website and publicity via e-mail, social media and media press releases.

Task 2.2 Demographic and Economic Overview: Based on data from the Census and the American Community
Survey the consulting team will provide an overview of area population characteristics including age distribution,
racial and ethnic minorities, family structure, household composition, and recent growth, growth trends and
projected growth for the Village. Growth rates for the Village will be compared to growth rates in surrounding cities,
the Milwaukie Metropolitan area, the County, and the State. Based on data from the Census, the American
Community Survey, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the consulting team will provide a socio-economic overview
of the Village’s residents including median income, educational attainment, employment rates, unemployment rates,
the top employment sectors, top employers, job growth by sector, and projected job growth for the Village. Socioeconomic data will be analyzed in comparison to data from the Milwaukie metropolitan area.
Task 2.3 Housing Needs Assessment: To estimate the current and potential need for additional affordable housing
the consulting team will analysis the number and types of available housing in the Village, the types of households
and families in need of housing assistance, households experiencing cost burden and severe cost burden,
households experiencing overcrowding, the experience of substandard housing among low-income households,
moderate-income households, and throughout the Village, a count of sheltered and unsheltered homeless
populations, and the need for supportive housing services for special populations including the homeless, elderly,
and mentally and/or physically disabled.
Task 2.4 Housing Market Analysis: Chrysalis will analyze the current housing market including the supply, demand,
age, and condition of the Village’s current housing stock. The project team will estimate the current number of
households with one or more housing needs by tenure, household type, and income level using Comprehensive
Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS) data. Using projected household and employment growth; trends in income,
tenure, household size, and structure type; and rates of housing need, estimate future need for additional
affordable, workforce, low-income, and moderate-income housing by income level over the next ten years.
Segment this estimate by tenure (for sale or rental housing) and structure type (single or multifamily). Housing
needs projection will be made for the Village for 5, 10, and 15-year intervals. The housing market and available
housing stock of the Village will be compared to the market and stock of cities similar in size and demographics
and across the Milwaukie metropolitan area.
Task 2.5 Affordable Owner Occupied and Rental Housing:. Using U.S. Census building permit data, compare to
overall trends for housing production in Shorewood since 2005. Identify planned and proposed affordable housing
developments and anticipated to be delivered in the near term. Special focus will be given to the types and quantity
of housing options based on income level and family size, the need for affordable housing and varying income levels,
and the effectiveness of current affordable housing initiatives. Identify developers and initiatives for housing for
low-income and moderate-income residents. The consulting team will assess financial resources and programs
offered at the Village, state, and national level, assess the efficacy at providing and maintaining affordable housing in
Shorewood including programs designed to assist in development of disabled, senior, or other special needs
housing. Identify current barriers or challenges to using these resources/programs and evaluate their ability to
meet future housing needs. And, the team will assess the impact and intersection of affordable housing on
transportation needs, commuting patterns, and employment and project future needs for up to a fifteen-year
period.
Task 2.6 Housing for Special Populations Using HUD’s LIHTC database and Multifamily Inventory of Units for the
elderly and persons with disabilities, Housing Authority data, other available Village resources, and interviews with
developers, housing providers, and homeless and special needs service providers, develop an inventory of
affordable housing, accessible housing, and housing dedicated to persons with special needs (homeless, transitional,
elderly, victims of domestic violence, seasonal workers, single parent households, residents with physical and/or
mental disabilities, etc.).
For each property, identify the following:
•

Name and address
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structure type (single family or multi-family)
Tenure (for sale or rent)
Level of affordability as a percentage of area median income (AMI) (i.e., low income, moderate income,
workforce housing)
Target residents, if applicable (homeless, disabled, elderly, victims of domestic violence)
Number and size of units (i.e., number of bedrooms)
Rental rates or sales prices
Occupancy rate
Year built and length of affordability
Funding source(s)
Amenities and services (GIS and community asset mapping)

Task 3.1 Barriers to Affordable Housing: Based on information obtained in the housing studies, community input and
interviews, the affordable housing inventory, and the assessment of current resources, identify barriers to the
development and preservation of affordable housing in the Village of Shorewood. Review the Village’s Land
Management Ordinance and rezoning/ appeal process to identify any potential impacts on housing affordability.
Task 3.2 Recommendations: Based on community input/interviews, housing need projections, and affordable housing
barriers, identify recommendations to address the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Housing needs at each income level (e.g., low, moderate, workforce)
Housing needs for homeless, disabled and other special needs populations
Market demand for affordable for sale and rental single-family and multi-family housing (e.g., condominiums,
apartments, single-family detached or townhome rental or for sale units)
Public, private, and non-profit organizations at the local, regional, or state level for exploration of additional
partnerships
Techniques to encourage mixed-income development in neighborhoods with affordable housing clusters

Stage Four: Report Submission and Presentation
Task 4.1 Report Revision:/Submission of Final Draft Revise report based on feedback from Village. The consulting
team will submit a revised draft plan to Village staff for review and feedback. The consulting team will facilitate a
meeting with the local project team and key partners to review the housing analysis and needs assessment, discuss
responsibilities and expectations, and address any questions or comments. The consulting team will submit ten
(10)) bound color copies of the final Comprehensive Housing Study and Needs Assessment and all related
appendices, along with electronic versions in Word and PDF formats.

PERSONNNEL AND EXPERTISE
Personnel and the proposed authority structure is shown below.

VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD, WI
Project Oversight

SHUNA MASON

Principal
Project Manager & Primary Contact

Angela Johnson
Consultant

MECCA LUSTER
Consultant

Michelle Sherrill
Consultant

7
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Team Member Expertise
Shuna Mason, Principal and Project Manager
• Project management
• Fair, affordable, special needs, and workforce housing
policy
• Community engagement and surveying
• Public outreach to diverse communities
• Leadership in urban neighborhood revitalization
• Legal research and analysis
• Community asset mapping/GIS mapping
• Implementation planning

Angela Johnson, Consultant
• Housing supply assessment
• Socioeconomic analysis
• Community interviewing
• Affordable housing resources
• Public housing and fair housing policy
• Economic development planning
• Nonprofit capacity building
• Funding mechanism for Affordable Housing

Mecca Luster, Consultant
• Socioeconomic analysis and population projections
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Outreach to disparate populations
• Estimates of current and future housing need
• Affordable housing policy and best practices
• Community planning and economic analysis

Michelle Sherrill, Consultant
• Regulatory barriers to affordable, accessible and
special needs housing
• Homeless needs assessment and prevention best
practices
• Accessible, supportive, and special needs housing
best practices
• Community/Stakeholder engagement

PROJECT HOURS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Below is a listing of proposed project hours:
Team
Member

Shorewood
Village Staff

Shuna Mason

Angela
Johnson

Primary Responsibilities
Supervision of project team, establish project
parameters; provide plans and documents for review;
facilitate Village tour; provide names and contact
information for stakeholders; identify and reserve
venues for community meetings; and review and
provide edits and comments on draft
assessment/strategy.
Develop and oversee work plan; establish project
parameters; assist with research and analysis, lead
development of implementation plan; lead community
engagement process; and ensure quality of final
deliverables. Review Village codes and ordinances,
planning commission actions, and recent significant
lawsuits and assist with regulatory-based and policy
components.
Analyze Census data and data from other sources;
model economic and demographic trends; lead
development of Affordable Housing Assessment
component; develop market-based recommendations
for comprehensive housing recommendations.

Estimated
Hours

40

50

75

8
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Michelle
Sherrill

Mecca Luster

Analyze Census data and data from other sources;
assist with meeting facilitation and stakeholder
interviews; lead development of Special Needs
Housing component. Assists with leading community
and public engagement process with outreach to
diverse populations. Conduct community survey.
Analyze Census data and data from other
sources; assist with meeting facilitation and
stakeholder interviews; and assist with
development of implementation plan.

75

60

SCHEDULING AND TIMELINE
The table on the following page outlines projected milestones by phase. Assuming a start date of midSeptember of 2019, Chrysalis Research & Consulting proposes to complete a draft document by
December 1, 2019. Please note that Chrysalis is available to begin the project prior to mid-September of
2019, depending on the Village’s schedule for proposal review and consultant selection.

Proposed Schedule for Completion of the Village of Shorewood Comprehensive Housing Strategy
TASKS

2019
9/1510/01

10/0210/15

10/1611/01

11/0211/15

11/1511/25

11/2512/01

STAGE 1: PROJECT KICKOFF
Initial Meeting
Community Tour
Review of Previous Plans
Community Engagement Plan

STAGE 2: NEEDS ASSESSMENT/INITIATIVES ANALYSIS
Community Meetings, Surveys, and Interviews
Assessment of Community Housing Needs
Demographic Profile and Projections
Existing Housing Stock Inventory
Economic Analysis
Assessment of Resources
Affordable and Workforce Housing Projections
Barriers to Affordable Housing

STAGE 3: HOUSING NEEDS AND HOUSING STRATEGY
Best Practices for Affordable Housing
Recommendations

9
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Tools and Incentives
Presentation of Draft Assessment and Strategy

STAGE 4: Housing and Needs Assessment Report
Submission of Revised Draft
Submission of Final Assessment and Strategy

PROJECT COSTS

For the performance of the scope of services detailed herein, Chrysalis proposes a firm fixed price
inclusive of all costs associated with the project. Specifically, Chrysalis’s fixed price includes cost of staff
to oversee, manage, and perform the specified services, cost of office supplies, and the costs to prepare,
print, and bind the final product.
Chrysalis proposes a $27,850 fixed, not-to-exceed fee for the research and development of a
Comprehensive Housing Study and Needs Assessment for the Village of Shorewood, as detailed below.

Fee Schedule by Major Project Component

Cost

Personnel Costs
Phase 1: Project Kickoff and Community Input
Phase 2: Housing Needs Assessment
Phases 3 and 4: Housing Market Analysis
Subtotal

$8,750
$8,500
$8,250
$25,500

Travel
Community workshops and one-on-one interviews
Public hearings
Subtotal

$1,250
$950
$2,200

Printing / Report Production
Production of final Housing Study
Subtotal

$150
$150

Total Proposed Project Fee

Staff Member
Shuna Mason Principal and Project Manager
Angela Johnson, Senior Consultant
Michelle Sherrill, Consultant
Mecca Luster, Consultant

$27,850

Hourly Rate
$115
$95
$90
$90
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REFERENCES
Note that principals completed this work while employed together at WFN Consulting, Mosaic Community
Planning, or with other entities.
WAUKESHA COUNTY, WISCONSIN
Project included the completion of an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, Consolidated Plan, and
Annual Action Plan. Public outreach involved six public meetings, stakeholder input from 56 organizations, and
community survey administration and data analysis with 383 respondents. The study included a protected class
analysis, an examination of housing affordability, assessments of public and private sector policies and practices,
identification of impediments to fair housing choice, and recommendations to address barriers.
Contact: Kristin Silva, Community Development Coordinator
Waukesha County Department of Parks and Land Use
515 W. Moreland Blvd., Room AC 320, Waukesha, WI 53188
ksilva@waukeshacounty.gov – (262) 896-3370
EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Services included completion of an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice for the Town of East Hartford.
Key analyses involved a socioeconomic overview, profile of the housing stock, geography of protected classes and
levels of segregation, mapping, analysis of mortgage lending data, compilation of housing complaint data and fair
housing lawsuits, and identification of public and private sector impediments to fair housing choice. The team also
provided recommendations for actions the Town could take to address each impediment.
Contact:

Sara Ross, Housing Planning Analyst
Town of East Hartford Grants Administration Division
740 Main Street, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108
sross@easthartfordct.gov – (860) 291-7210

COUNTY of SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA
Services included completion of an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, Consolidated Plan, and Annual
Action Plan. Mosaic principals performed community engagement, public outreach, and designed and implemented a
community survey. These activities focused on identifying priority community development, economic development,
and fair and affordable housing needs, and then developing strategies and programs to address them over a five-year
timeframe. Over 800 residents completed the survey, 14 organizations participated in interviews, and the team held
6 community meetings.
The Analysis of Impediments included a protected class analysis, an examination of housing affordability, assessments
of public and private sector policies and practices, identification of impediments to fair housing choice, and
recommendations to address barriers.
Contact:

Debbie Kamarani, Deputy Director
County of San Bernardino Community Development and Housing
Department
385 N. Arrowhead Avenue, 3rd Floor, San Bernardino, CA 92415
dkamarnai@cd.sbcounty.gov – (909) 387-4327
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL:

COMPREHENSIVE HOUSING MARKET STUDY AND NEEDS
ANALYSIS
Proposal Date: August 5, 2019

Prepared For
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority
3930 N. Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211

Prepared By
Novogradac & Company LLP
6700 Antioch Road, Suite 450
Merriam, KS 66204
913-677-4600 P
913-677-4601 F
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August 5, 2019
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority
3930 N. Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Subject:

Response to Request for Proposal (RFP): Comprehensive Housing Market Study & Needs Analysis

Dear Mr. Griepentrog:
We appreciate the opportunity to provide a proposal for the provision of a Comprehensive Housing Market Study &
Needs Analysis for the Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority (hereinafter referred to as
“Village,” “CDA,” or “Client”). The primary purpose of the analysis, broadly, is to assist the CDA in better
understanding the housing market, as well as key housing issues, such as affordability. The analysis will assist in
identifying segments of demand over the near to long-term, which in turn will guide housing priorities and policies.
The components of the final narrative deliverable will consist of a detailed market analysis, which will incorporate
community input, and will include recommendations. Enclosed in this Response you will find information
regarding our firm, past experience, references, and our proposal for this specific engagement, per the terms of
the RFP.
Novogradac & Company LLP is a nationally certified public accounting and consulting firm that specializes in
housing, specifically affordable housing, and community and economic development. The firm’s standout services
provided by the firm include our in-house Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and demographics group that is
integrated into our market research and economic development activity. This integrated approach combined with
the firm’s core focus will allow us to meet the scope of services outlined in the RFP in an efficient and effective
manner.
We are enthusiastic about the opportunity to work with you. Ms. Rachel B. Denton (partner and primary contact)
will be available to answer any questions and address any concerns about the enclosed Response package.
Contact information is provided below.
Respectfully submitted,
Novogradac & Company LLP

Rachel B. Denton, MAI
Partner & Authorized Representative
(913) 312-4612
rachel.denton@novoco.com
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY – RESPONSE TO RFP FOR HOUSING STUDY
COMPANY DESCRIPTION/BACKGROUND
Overview
Novogradac is a national professional services organization. The Novogradac organization consists of affiliates
and divisions providing professional services that include certified public accounting, valuation and
consulting. Novogradac has the experience and capability to provide the services required by the CDA, as
outlined in the RFP. Established in 1989 (30 years in business), the firm maintains its headquarters in San
Francisco, California and employs approximately 700 employees in more than 25 offices nationwide. The
organization maintains clients in a broad range of industries with a major emphasis in the real estate sector,
providing publicly and privately held national and multinational enterprises with a full spectrum of audit, tax,
valuation, trust and litigation support and general consulting services. Novogradac’s largest constituent
company, Novogradac & Company LLP, is ranked by Accounting Today and Inside Public Accounting as one of
the top 50 accounting firms in the nation. More details regarding our practice areas and overall platform can be
found on our website:
https://www.novoco.com/company
GoVal Group
The Government Consulting and Valuation Advisory (GoVal) Group of Novogradac provides valuation services
including city, county, or region-wide housing need analyses, market study and appraisal services for market
rate and affordable housing properties, both for sale and rental, GIS and demographic analysis, feasibility
analysis, and rent comparability studies throughout the country. The GoVal Group performs approximately
1,500 market studies and appraisals per year and since 2003, more than 19,000 reports have been completed
nationwide. Reflecting this experience, the firm maintains client relationships with the leading housing
sponsors in the industry.
Novogradac has the experience and capability to provide the CDA with the consulting services as previously
discussed and outlined in this response. Novogradac’s GoVal Group is headed by six partners, three principals,
and more than 70 staff members throughout the Group in multiple offices nationwide. Work related to this
engagement will be managed by the Kansas City office. Statements of qualifications for the key personnel for
this engagement are outlined in the Personnel Experience component of this Response. Relevant details
regarding prior successful bids for similar engagements and related references are provided in the Previous
Work Samples and References component of this Response.
As of the date of this response, 200+ valuation engagements (market studies, appraisals, valuation consulting
engagements, etc.) have been completed within the state of Wisconsin.
APPROACH
Summary & Methodology
We propose a housing market study and needs analysis which will consist of the following key components:
1. Market Analysis: This section will include a demographic, economic, housing supply, and housing
demand analysis.
2. Key Findings: This section will rely on the results from the market analysis to address at a minimum the
community questions identified in the RFP, which are discussed in more detail in the discussion of the
Key Findings section of the proposed report.
3. Recommendations: This section will make recommendations based on the results and key findings of
the market study and needs assessment as well as evidence-based examples from comparable
communities including, but not limited to, the recommendation areas identified in the RFP, which are
discussed in more detail in the discussion of the Recommendations section of the proposed report.
This study will employ a mixed-methods design combing a detailed analysis of secondary data on demographic
and economic trends with primary data analysis where primary data is collected via interviews with local
stakeholders, a survey of the existing rental housing stock, an online public survey, two public input meetings,
an online public comment portal, and a review of successful programs from comparable communities. A more
in-depth description of the public input process approach proposed is included below.
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Description of Public Input Process
 Public input will be incorporated into the analysis in four ways: two public input sessions/workshops, an
online comment portal, and interviews with key stakeholders.
 Public Input Sessions – We will host two public meetings that will target local stakeholders, but which
will also be open to the general public. One meeting will be held during the typical work day hours and
will target key stakeholders such as representatives of local government, housing groups, minority
organizations, disability advocacy groups, real estate and property management groups, developers,
and banking and lending entities, but which will be open to the general public and advertised in the
local media. The second meeting will be held in the evening and will target the general public. These
meetings will focus on identifying the primary housing and housing related needs in the community.
Note, we will require assistance from Village staff in securing a space for said meetings, identifying and
inviting key stakeholders, and identifying the best local outlets through which to publicly advertise said
meetings.
 Online Public Input Survey – The survey will be open to all members of the public who live or work in the
Village of Shorewood and will collect information on housing preferences, needs, and barriers. The
sampling design will be a convenience sample using a snowball design in which the survey will be
advertised through local media, social media, and through distribution by key stakeholders and
interviewees and then we will request that for those who encounter the survey then share the survey
with his/her personal and professional networks. Results of the survey will be presented for the study
area as a whole as well as disaggregated into two subsamples (residents versus non-residents of the
study area), where relevant. Note, we will develop and distribute the survey in consultation with village
staff.
 Online Public Comment Submission Portal – We will create an online comment submission portal to
allow for general feedback to be provided throughout the process. The portal will go live immediately
following the public input sessions.
 Stakeholder Interviews – We will conduct one-on-one interviews with key stakeholders including, but
not limited to, representatives of local government; housing related organizations including real estate
and property management groups, real estate agents, and developers; non-profit organizations;
neighborhood organizations; special needs advocacy groups; etc.
 Interaction with Village staff/departments & field visits - If selected, we propose the following:
o Biweekly conference calls with relevant Village staff/departments
o Visit #1: Data collection visit. During this visit we will conduct the two public input session
meetings, key stakeholder interviews, and an exterior inspection of the existing housing supply.
o Visit #2: Presentation of Sections I & II of report – Market Analysis and Findings. Note this
presentation will be done prior to developing recommendations and the release of a draft
report.
o Visit #3: Presentation of Section III – Recommendations. Note, this presentation will be done
prior to preparation of the final report.
o Visit #4: Presentation of final report.
Section I: Market Analysis
The following section will provide a profile of the study area including an overview of historical, current, and
future demographic and economic characteristics as well as an overview of the current and projected future
housing supply and an analysis of current and projected future housing demand. This information will be used
to provide an overview of conditions that shape the housing market and impact housing choice as well as to
help identify potential impediments to affordable housing. Results from the market analysis will also be used to
answer the Community Questions identified in the RFP.
Demographic Analysis
 A variety of demographic indicators will be presented for the study area, the MSA, state, and nation as a
whole. The specific demographic information will include, but need not be limited to the following:
population, household, size, age, disability, military status, familial status, income, tenure, income by
tenure trends, race/ethnicity, national origin, and poverty data. Select data will also be presented
spatially by census tract, for example areas of concentrated poverty, racially or ethnically concentrated
areas of poverty (R/ECAP), qualified census tracts, etc.
3
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Demographic indicators will be presented for prior census years, the most current year available, and
projecting forward several years forward. This will allow us to analyze historic trends and as well as
forward projections.
 Novogradac has the unique advantage of an in-house GIS team. This team both publicly available data
sources for example from the U.S. Census, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, as well as proprietary data
sources, such as ESRI and HISTA, among others, in order to tabulate relevant demographic and
economic indicators for any geography, including custom areas, throughout the nation. This further
enhances our ability to provide meaningful and detailed demographic data to the Client.
Economic Analysis
 This section will analyze historical, current, and future economic conditions within the study area as
well as Tulsa as a whole. At a minimum this section will assess employment trends and unemployment
rates, typical wages by occupation, commuting patterns, major employers, current and historical
industry employment concentrations, and recent economic expansions and contractions for each of the
three areas of analysis.
 Secondary data analysis: Similar to the demographic analysis, a variety of data sources, including
publicly available secondary data (e.g. Bureau of Labor Statistics), subscription based secondary data
(e.g. ESRI),
 Primary data collection & analysis: Interviews will be conducted with a variety of local officials in order
to obtain information regarding recent or proposed changes to the local economy, and local insight
regarding potential growth opportunities (or any causes for concern with the local market); it is
assumed that the Client will help identify and facilitate interviews with some of these local
stakeholders. These will be conducted in order to determine the housing needs of local workers, given
the type of jobs and wage rates within the community.
Supply Analysis
 This section will analyze the current and projected trends in the housing supply within the study area
and compare those trends to regional trends.
 Secondary data analysis: A variety of secondary data sources will be consulted including but not limited
to, the U.S. Census and American Community Survey, Zillow, RealtyTrac, HUD, MLS, CoStar, and
Novogradac’s proprietary CompsMART+® database, which includes data on rental properties, for data
pertaining to foreclosures, home values, sale trends, rent trends, proposed and the overall condition of
owner-occupied and renter-occupied stock. Data analyzed will include total housing units, housing units
by type, size, age, and tenure, housing unit vacancy rates by tenure, absorption, median home prices,
and median gross rent for each of the three areas of analysis. Housing problems and cost burdened
data by tenure and income will also be analyzed. Additionally, select data, for example vacancy rates,
home prices, gross rent, and cost burdened will be presented spatially by census tract via thematic
maps.
 Primary data collection & analysis: Novogradac will conduct a survey of all existing and proposed
housing developments in the study area collecting information such as year built, total units, unit mix,
current rents, vacancy, waiting list, annual rent growth, and Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher usage
for rental properties through interviews with property managers as well as trends in the for-sale market
through interviews with real estate agents.
 Field Visit: Novogradac will also conduct a thorough first-hand inspection of the existing housing stock.
Photographs compiled during our visit will be incorporated into the final report document.
Demand Analysis
 This section will rely on information presented in the demographic and economic analysis as well as the
housing supply sections to assess both current and future market demand.
 First, the demand analysis will begin with a gap analysis of the affordable and available housing supply
for both the rental and owner housing markets by income limit. The primary data source for this
analysis will be the CHAS data set published by HUD and compiled based on ACS data. Using the
results from the absorption analysis conducted as part of the Supply Analysis, we will estimate an
absorption rate and period for each type of housing identified in the gap analysis.
 Second, we will provide estimates of both net and effective demand by tenure and income.
Section II: Key Findings
This section will rely on the results from the market analysis to address at a minimum the community questions
identified in the RFP. These are listed below:
 What are the current demographic and economic characteristics of households living in Shorewood?
4
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What can Shorewood expect with respect to changing demographic and economic characteristics in the
next 2-5 years? 10 years? 15 years?
What are the current housing characteristics in Shorewood, including owner-occupied vs. renteroccupied, age and condition, size, including number of bedrooms, and price range.
What is the nature and extent of housing demand in Shorewood, including residents currently living in
Shorewood and nonresidents who may want to live in the community?
What aspects of housing demand does Shorewood’s supply currently not meet, such as affordable,
accessible, price, size, number of bedrooms, special/supportive needs?
How are the following groups impacted by current and future housing market demand: Seniors,
Families, Persons with Special Needs, Students, and Young Professionals?
What impact, if any, has development within the past 10 years had on the housing market of the
community?
What impact, if any, does short term rental (such as Airbnb) have on our housing market?
Are there barriers/opportunities or interest in Accessory Dwelling Units, Micro Apartments, Co-housing
or Home-sharing?
What aspects of our supply or market demands might lead towards tear-downs?
What is the meaning and state of housing affordability in Shorewood? (with sufficient information
presented in order to comply with State of Wisconsin Act 243 Housing Report Requirements.)

Section III: Recommendations
This section will make recommendations based on the results and key findings of the market study and needs
assessment as well as evidence-based examples from comparable communities including, but not limited to,
the following as identified in the RFP:
 What types of housing (i.e. owner occupied, rental (market rate or affordable), assisted, elderly, special
needs, work-force, student, young professional, etc.) will not be met by supply in the short, medium,
and long term.
 What types of housing, if any, could be pursued and supported, and what barriers currently exist to their
development.
 What housing demands will likely not be met without intervention, subsidy, incentives, innovative
programs, code revisions, etc?
 What types of programs, established as well as new and innovative, could Shorewood seek/provide for
the development and/or redevelopment of necessary housing, including examples from comparable
communities?
PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Based upon the scope of work, below is an estimated schedule for completion of the various tasks and
deliverables outlined as part of the scope of work. This timeline is subject to change, based upon revisions to
the scope of work, and/or the CDA’s needs.

Task/Milestone
Notice to Proceed/Execution of Contract

1

MONTH 1

MONTH 2

MONTH 3

WEEKS
2
3

WEEKS
2
3

WEEKS
2
3

4

1

4

1

MONTH 4
4

1

WEEKS
2
3

4

X

Initial Research, including preliminary conference calls
Demographic Characteristics
Economic Analysis
Housing Supply Characteristics
Site Visit/On Site Stakeholder Meetings

X

Stakeholder Interviews (follow-up)
Online Resident Survey
Analysis of Existing Publications (outlined in detail in RFP doc)
Analysis of Key Findings
Visit to Present Findings of Sections I and II

X

Determination of Recommendations
Additional Report Writing
Internal Review
Initial Draft Report Delivered and Presented to Client
Final Report Issued after Client Feedback, and Presentation

X
X
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PERSONNEL EXPERIENCE
Rachel B. Denton, MAI (authorized representative/partner overseeing this engagement)
Rachel Denton is a partner in the metro Kansas City, Mo., office of the valuation, consulting, market
research and government services division of Novogradac & Company LLP. Ms. Denton has extensive
experience performing market feasibility studies, appraisals and consulting services for a broad crosssection of clients in the low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC) industry, including developers, lenders,
syndicators and state agencies. She also specializes in conducting regional or market wide housing studies
for various municipalities and agencies. Additional areas of expertise include the valuation and analysis of
USDA Rural Development properties and those applying for FHA financing through the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD’s) MAP program. Ms. Denton has spoken at Novogradac and other
industry conferences, discussing HUD-specific valuation and market analysis issues, as well as Year 15
valuation concerns related to LIHTC properties. Ms. Denton has completed extensive real estate appraisal
coursework through the Appraisal Institute and received a bachelor’s degree in urban and regional studies
from Cornell University. She served for several years on the board of directors for the Kansas City
Commercial Real Estate Women organization. She is also a member of the National Council of Housing
Market Analysts. Ms. Denton is a designated member of the Appraisal Institute and is licensed as a certified
general real estate appraiser in approximately 15 states.
David Grubman (data analytics and GIS)
David Grubman is the senior manager of the Data Analytics Group in the metro Washington, D.C., office of
Novogradac & Company LLP. Mr. Grubman specializes in demographic data, report automation, and data
visualization. Mr. Grubman leads a team of developers to enhance GoVal’s existing products through data
science and custom software development. Mr. Grubman also completes IMPLAN economic analysis to
support new markets tax credit (NMTC) development and EB-5 applications. Mr. Grubman has authored
several large-scale economic impact studies for lobbying efforts. He also completes rent reasonableness
estimators for public housing agencies. He has experience with LIHTC Operating Expense analysis and coauthors Novogradac’s annual Multifamily Rental Housing Operating Expense Report. Mr. Grubman received
his bachelor’s degree in geography, a master’s degree in geospatial information sciences from University of
Maryland at College Park, and a certificate of Data Science from General Assembly.
Julia Grace Smith (PhD candidate, social policy and planning, project manager for this engagement)
Julia Grace Smith is a full-time consultant with Novogradac & Company LLP and PhD candidate at the
University of Arizona. Mrs. Smith has worked with Novogradac and Company LLP in some capacity since
2006. During this time Mrs. Smith has conducted market feasibility studies and assisted with appraisals
and other consulting services for Section 42 Low Income Housing Tax Credit, Section 8, Public Housing, and
USDA Rural Development properties. Mrs. Smith specializes in research design, statistics, social policy, and
planning. Mrs. Smith was the lead researcher and author of a city-wide analysis of poverty in Tucson,
Arizona, which included an analysis of the causes and potential solutions to the problem of poverty in
Tucson. As part of this engagement, Mrs. Smith was responsible for the secondary data analysis, designing
the survey and research design, and managing a team of 50 research assistants who conducted the inperson surveys. Mrs. Smith has a bachelor’s degree in law and society from American University, two
master’s degrees from the London School of Economics and Political Science, including one in Social Policy
and Planning, and is currently a PhD candidate in Sociology from the University of Arizona. Mrs. Smith’s
dissertation research focuses on Social Impact Bonds, an innovative form of public-private partnership
which combines pay for success contracting with collaborative governance networks.
PREVIOUS WORK SAMPLES AND REFERENCES
Relevant Experience
Novoco has extensive experience providing housing market analyses, comprehensive and strategic plan
services, and/or other large-scale valuation services for a variety of municipalities and other agencies. Several
examples and references are included below; in order to protect client confidentiality, limited information has
been provided regarding the full breadth and depth of experience. Additional details and/or references may be
furnished upon request.
1. Housing Needs Assessment – Hamilton County, IN
6
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We were engaged by Hamilton County Area Neighborhood Development (HAND) Inc. in Spring of 2018 to
conduct a housing needs assessment, both for the County at large and each individual jurisdiction (8 total). The
purpose of this analysis, broadly, was for the Client and partner organizations to assess current and future
housing needs countywide. The report will also serve as the HUD-mandated housing assessment for all
communities receiving Community development Block Grant (CDBG) funds. Key report components included a
detailed economic and demographic profile, an overview of housing supply at both a macro (market-wide) and
micro (property-specific) level, multi-prong demand analysis, and extensive public input process. The public
input process included both in-person stakeholder meetings conducted at various locations throughout the
county, as well as an online survey completed by several hundred market participants. These results were
tabulated and analyzed and served as additional primary data informing our analysis and conclusions. The final
deliverable included a 400+ page report outlining our findings, as well as a public presentation of the findings in
September 2018 at HAND’s annual conference.
Link to HAND conference agenda:
http://www.handincorporated.org/events/2018-housing-conference/
Project Cost: $22,500
Population of Jurisdiction: 325,095

Contact Info:
Jennifer Miller
Executive Director
Hamilton County Area Neighborhood Development Inc.
347 S. 8th Street, Suite A
Noblesville, IN 46060
Ph: (317) 674-8108
jennifer@handincorporated.org

2. Housing Needs Assessment/Target Market Analysis – Lenawee County, MI
We were engaged by Lenawee County, Michigan in Spring of 2017 to conduct a housing needs assessment,
utilizing a target market analysis (TMA) methodology. The purpose of this analysis, broadly, was to analyze the
current and proposed housing supply and future housing needs in Lenawee County, Michigan. The report
focused on the County’s housing and development strategy; specifically, the report served as an important tool
to focus state, federal, local, and private community development dollars to ensure that local planning and
practice is in alignment with emerging markets. The analysis will provide a template for Lenawee County and its
partnering municipalities to adjust to evolving statewide goals and strategies, most notably its focus on
‘Placemaking.’ The adjustment is a process which requires the community to diversify its approach to community
development (including citizen input), target funding to increase impact, and focus efforts to where the data
supports development. Ultimately, the recommendations and strategies put forth by the Assessment will inform
decisions about housing policy and programs, and land use.
Link to PowerPoint presentation summarizing findings:
https://www.lenawee.mi.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/2406
Project Cost: $26,500
Population of Jurisdiction: 98,573

Contact Info:
Kim Murphy
Deputy Administrator – FOIA Coordinator
Lenawee County
301 N. Main Street
Adrian, MI 49221
Ph: (517) 264-4513
kim.murphy@lenawee.mi.us

3. Housing Needs Assessment – Winnebago County, IL
In January 2016, we were engaged with United Way of Rock Island to provide a Housing Needs Assessment for
Winnebago County, IL. The Housing Needs Assessment was utilized to focus the County’s housing and
development strategy; specifically, to assist with potential HUD Promise Zone application, to assist the city of
Rockford in potentially becoming a “Purpose Built” community, and to utilize as supporting documentation for
future grant requests. The client also asked us to analyze three particular submarkets within the city of
Rockford, including the HUD Promise Zone, Purpose Built Area, and Orchid neighborhood. Components of the
analysis included: economic analysis, demographic characteristics, housing supply characteristics, future
housing needs, housing resources, and strategies and recommendations. The latter components of housing
7
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resources and strategies and recommendations offered suggestions and action steps, including financing
options, for development/redevelopment of the area’s housing stock.
Project Cost:
$29,500
Population of Jurisdiction: 287,078

Contact Info:
Amy Kell
Kell Consulting, LLC
15 Oak Creek Trail
Madison, WI 53717
Ph: (608) 841-1092
amy@kellconsulting.com

4. Housing Needs Assessment – City of Pittsburg, KS
The purpose of this Summer 2014 engagement was to conduct and provide a housing needs assessment that
will be used to focus the City of Pittsburg’s housing and development strategy, and to provide recommendations
for the city moving forward. The report will be utilized by the City of Pittsburg to assess current and future
housing needs as well as to formulate initiatives for affordable and market rate housing, land use, and
economic development purposes that will help provide a framework when developers are seeking potential
opportunities. In addition to the report deliverable, we conducted a formal presentation of the findings at a City
Council meeting at the conclusion of the engagement.
Project Cost:
$18,500
Population of Jurisdiction: 20,366

Contact Info:
Lacie Cottrell
Community Development & Public Housing Manager
City of Pittsburg
Community Development & Housing Office
PHA KS149
Ph: (620) 230-5520
Lacie.cottrell@pittks.org

Summary List of Additional Relevant Engagements:
Housing Needs Assessment – City of Minneapolis, MN – Spring 2016
Affordable Housing Plan – Harding County, NM – February 2015
Neighborhood Market Analysis – City of St. Joseph, MO – July 2013
Comprehensive Housing Market Analysis – City of Joplin, MO – 2009, 2011, and 2012
Comprehensive Housing Market Analysis – City of Tulsa – Summer 2010
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COST
Based on the previously determined scope of work, the total fee is estimated to be $35,000. The quoted fee
includes the cost of associated fieldwork for interview, data gathering, and presentation purposes as previously
described as well as supplies, overhead, etc. If additional meetings and/or presentations are required, those
fees will be negotiated separately. The proposal price is good for a period of at least 90 days, but not more than
180 days, from the date of proposal opening.
A cost breakdown by component and associated billing rate is included following; note this is an estimate
provided for RFP purposes only. The fee indicated above is a fixed price and the below components cannot be
considered individually as stated:
Market Analysis (including Public Input Process):
Key Findings (including a portion of report writing):
Recommendations (including a portion of report writing):

$20,000
$10,000
$5,000

Lastly, the above engagement is fixed fee. However, for reference, a detailed summary of billing rates is
included in the signature-ready engagement letter attached.
MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE AND/OR CONTRACTUAL ITEMS
Provided below are various administrative items that we believe it is prudent to point out as part of the
Response process, as determined based upon a review of the RFP by our Risk Manager and Legal Counsel.
Contract Format, Generally
Novogradac prefers to utilize our standard engagement letter (signature-ready version attached). However, if
the County requires the use of their contract, we reserve the right to review all contract terms and provide
feedback in order to arrive at a mutually agreeable contract for both parties.
Indemnification and Defense of Suits
Per our risk manager and counsel, the following revisions are requested to the indemnification text as outlined
in the RFP:
The firm agrees to indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the Village, its officers, agents and employees from
any and all liability including claims, demands, damages, actions or causes of action, together with any and all
losses, costs, or expense, including attorney fees, related to personal injury or damage to tangible property,
where such liability is founded upon the firm’s negligent or unlawful conduct (“Indemnified Acts”); provided,
however, that firm will not be required to indemnify the Village against any loss or damage that was specifically
caused by the Village’s negligent or unlawful act.
REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS
The following items are attached to this Response via email and are considered to be outside of the ten page
Response limit as noted in the RFP:
Copies of Insurance Certificates
Signature-Ready Novogradac Standard Engagement Letter
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Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
Village of Shorewood
3930 N Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Dear Mr. Griepentrog,
Enclosed is Redevelopment Resources’ response to the Request for Proposals for a Comprehensive
Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis for the Village of Shorewood Community Development
Authority.
Redevelopment Resources is a community impact consulting firm. We provide services to help
communities leverage resources to grow and make positive contributions to the tax base, the businesses’
bottom line, and the lives of the residents and employees who live and work there. We have been around
since 2009 and our ability to consult comes from direct experience doing community-level work for cities,
villages and towns across the Midwest.
Our team is adept at leveraging our experience and collaborating with stakeholders to create effective
plans and strategies to help clients utilize local assets and resources for the benefit of their entire
community. We possess significant breadth and depth of skills in assessing local economies, analyzing
relevant data, facilitating collaboration across stakeholder groups, and distilling all the various inputs into
actionable, results-oriented strategy.
Redevelopment Resources is submitting this proposal to the CDA to ensure housing needs are met for
residents, employers, and potential employees. Our firm’s experience and emphasis on the importance of
informed decision-making through focused research and implementation make our team the best choice
to guide your community through this pivotal time and into the future.
If you have any questions about our proposal, please contact me directly at kristen@redevelopmentresources.com or 715-581-1452.
Sincerely,

Kristen Fish-Peterson, CEcD
Principal and CEO
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
The Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority is seeking a Comprehensive Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis. Many communities across the country are driven to understand the
status of their housing supply and demand to discover current and future gaps. This understanding drives
strategy for filling those gaps through private and public investment. Ensuring the housing mix is right in
the Village of Shorewood for current and prospective residents will set the community up for success not
only for today, but long into the future. Redevelopment Resources is committed to providing the talent
and dedication needed to complete this important project in collaboration with the CDA and the Village.
The goals of the study include understanding, quantifying, and analyzing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The existing demographics and housing inventory of the Village and nearby markets;
The demand for housing by type and price point and any gaps in current and planned housing
stock to meet that demand;
Future demographics, income trends, and housing needs;
Impacts of housing market on seniors, families, persons with special needs, students, and young
professionals;
Impacts of past development on housing market;
Impacts of short-term rentals on housing market;
Barriers and opportunities for creative housing such as Accessory Dwelling Units, MicroApartments, Co-housing, and Home-sharing; and
Aspects of housing market that might lead to demolition of existing housing stock.

Additionally, the study will clearly define and assess the state of affordable housing in the Village to
comply with State of Wisconsin Act 243 Housing Report requirements.
Using this data and analysis, the team will develop recommendations based on identified gaps in housing
supply. Recommendations will include policy options, strategies, and tools the CDA can use to effectively
guide housing development, including issues related to zoning and local codes which affect housing
development and ways to intervene with programs and incentives where appropriate.
By providing an accurate and current analysis of housing in the Village of Shorewood, public officials and
stakeholders can respond to current needs with appropriate programs, policy, and investments to meet
the housing needs of residents. Redevelopment Resources seeks to provide not only the market analysis,
but also recommendations on how to resolve gaps in the market, attract developers, and make financial
and technical resources available to facilitate development of housing appropriate to the needs in the
Village.
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PROJECT APPROACH
Scope of Work
Data Research and Analysis
The Redevelopment Resources team will conduct secondary and primary research in the market to
determine answers to the questions outlined in the CDA’s Request for Proposal and restated in the goals
listed in our Project Understanding. Our analysis will be based on our experience utilizing data sources
including but not limited to local documents and data available through the CDA, the Village, and
SEWRPC; Economic Modeling Specialists International (Emsi); Esri (an international supplier of
geographic information system software, web GIS and geodatabase management applications); Bureau
of Labor Statistics; Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis, augmented with County
Business Patterns (CBP) and Non-employer Statistics (NES) published by the US Census Bureau; US
Census data related to wages and incomes; the MIT Living Wage Calculator, which compares area
wages with a standard of living measurement; and other relevant local, state and national data.
The team will conduct interviews with local officials, realtors, developers, housing service providers and
multi-family property owners to understand their unique perspectives regarding the local housing market
in the Village and surrounding areas. We will also meet with local employers to understand their hiring
projections and the extent to which housing is an issue for their ability to hire and retain employees, and
with transportation specialists in the area to understand how transportation is planned to evolve over time
and the impact it might have on housing.
Our research will include the minimum required data outlined in the Request for Proposals regarding
demographics, housing stock, and housing issues such as affordable housing definitions and metrics,
senior/assisted living options, special needs housing, housing market turnover and sales data, and rental
market analysis.
In addition to those data elements, our analysis will include:
-

-

-

-

A thorough examination and analysis of the Village of Shorewood taking into consideration
location, accessibility, visibility, proximity to major employment, retail concentrations and other
ancillary support facilities.
A thorough economic and demographic analysis of the Village of Shorewood, the larger Primary
Market Area (“PMA”), and the Milwaukee Metropolitan Statistical Area (“MSA”) focusing on
employment, construction and population/household trends as they affect future potentials in the
Village of Shorewood.
An analysis and assessment of the future demand, for residential development in the Village of
Shorewood, the PMA and the Milwaukee MSA over the next five to ten years.
A detailed audit of all comparable residential developments in the defined market area viewed to
hold either direct or indirect competitive influence over potentials within the Village of Shorewood.
This audit will detail absorption rate histories, price/rent positioning, unit size factors and included
features or amenities on a project by project basis.
An assessment of the future competitive positioning of comparable residential developments in
the planning pipeline.
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Community Questions
The Redevelopment Resources team will analyze and synthesize the data gathered to answer the
community questions outlined in the RFP and referenced in our Project Understanding.
In addition to answering those questions, the team will address:
-

Anecdotal assessments and perceptions of the housing market garnered through primary
research sources such as public workshops and interviews with local stakeholders;
Issues and opportunities related to building permit approval/denial trends and infrastructure
capacity; and
Workforce-related issues and opportunities pertaining to the housing market including
employment trends with forward looking projections; employer housing needs; and commuting
patterns showing where are people living in relation to where they are working and why.

Recommendations
The most important portion of the study will be the Recommendations. Redevelopment Resources
believes all our clients and projects deserve unique solutions to their challenges. Although challenges
may be similar, communities are all different in factors that create the challenges and in their particular
ability to address them. We strive to provide recommendations which are custom-designed to leverage
location, current leadership, stakeholder involvement, market factors, future-looking trends, and financial
resources.
The team will develop strategy recommendations to direct the efforts of those responsible for facilitating
and fostering the environment for construction and development. Strategies include but are not limited to
regulatory, financial, infrastructure, and market-oriented solutions and we will explore both redevelopment
and new construction opportunities.
We will provide recommendations on the following items, which will be implementable by the staff in place
with local and statewide resources. We will develop new program recommendations and will advise on
resources to support those programs.
1. Type of housing to be pursued and supported, by resident type and ownership type, to address
gaps in supply in the short, medium, and long term;
2. What barriers currently exist to developing the above noted housing types and how to remedy
those barriers through various interventions such as incentives, innovative programs, and code or
zoning revisions;
3. Programs the CDA can utilize or create, facilitate, or incent new housing development by type
and quantity of housing;
4. Where potential new housing sites are available and their current conditions, and a pathway to
making sites available and ready for development;
5. How to support employers in addressing any identified challenges to recruit and retain employees
based on housing availability;
6. How to approach challenges which appear to have the most difficult or unreachable solutions by
using subsidy, investment by the CDA, new programs, zoning code changes and any
circumstance we uncover unique to the Village of Shorewood.
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Project Communication Plan
Redevelopment Resources will work closely with all relevant CDA and Village staff and other
stakeholders to ensure a cohesive process. In-person meetings will occur when critical to the topic or
format of the meeting and will be scheduled strategically to use one trip for several meetings when
possible. Additionally, the team will use phone calls, video chat, and email as appropriate to communicate
with stakeholders.
At a minimum, the team will meet with Village staff to better define and kick-off the project; present data
findings to the CDA before developing recommendations; present draft findings and recommendations at
a CDA meeting; and present the final report at a CDA meeting for final approval. Additional meetings and
updates will be scheduled as needed by the CDA or the team.
Communication with the public will occur in coordination with Village staff using existing channels such as
posted notices at public facilities and the Village’s web site and Facebook page, direct outreach to
community organizations, and other means deemed appropriate throughout the project. In past projects,
we have also had great success including engagement information and paper surveys with tax or utility
bills to reach more residents.

Public Input
The goal of gathering public input on a housing study is to collect the experiences and perceptions of
residents and of professionals whose work impacts or is impacted by the local housing market.
To capture insights from residents, the team will host at least two public input sessions or workshops to
identify citizen needs and help determine what types of housing facilities and programs should be
developed. These sessions will be informative, interactive, and will provide participants a chance to
express their preferences, needs, and priorities for housing. Sessions will be hosted at different times of
day to ensure participation is available to various groups of citizens. If appropriate, the team will work with
the Village to recruit citizen representatives to an advisory group to guide the study and
recommendations.
To capture insights from professionals in relevant fields, interviews or focus groups will be held with local
realtors, housing developers, multi-family property owners, and transportation specialists in the area as
discussed in the Scope of Work section of this proposal. These sessions will allow for in-depth discussion
of the housing market based on these professionals’ experience.

Staffing Plan
The team will consist of three members whose roles and experience are further defined in the Personnel
section of this proposal.
Kristen Fish-Peterson will serve as Project Lead, providing key insights and strategies based on her vast
experience working with communities to plan for and implement solutions addressing their biggest
challenges.
Scott Meitus will serve as Lead Data Analyst. He will gather and analyze data using his extensive
experience performing housing market studies and needs analyses.
Marisa Mutty will serve as Project Associate, supporting all efforts of the project including data gathering,
analysis, recommendations, research, document creation, and project management.
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Proposed Project Schedule

Housing Market Analysis and Recommendations for Village of Shorewood, WI
SCHEDULE
Activity
Contract Award
Project Initiation
Discovery
Assess current economy and housing market
Market analysis/gap analysis/opportunities
Assess housing issues, workforce, commuting patterns
On-site interviews & focus groups
public input sessions/workshops
Mid-project phone or in person meetings
Begin drafting recommendations
First draft submitted for review
Presented at a meeting of CDA
Revisions and finalization of report
Final Report Submitted
Presentation to CDA (delivery of hard copies)

Timing
September
Week of Sept. 16
MidSept - Mid Nov
September
September
October
October/November
late Oct. or early Nov.
weekly if necessary
early November
late November
late November
early December
mid December
mid December

Location
On site meeting within 2 wks of award
Office work/research

On site
On site
Phone and/or in-person meetings
Office work
Emailed to Staff Contact
On site
Office with phone contact
Emailed to Staff Contact
On site

Quality Control
Redevelopment Resources is committed to providing high quality analysis and recommendations to every
client. Our team of three for the Village of Shorewood housing study will collaborate closely with each
other and with Village stakeholders to ensure the final product is accurate, easily understood, actionable,
and tailored to the Village. We will evaluate our progress and approach throughout the project and make
adjustments if needed to create the best outcome for the CDA.

Estimated Hours

PROJECT HOURS
Task
Project initiation
Discovery
market analysis: demographics, housing stock
gap analysis, future projection
housing issues, commute data, segment analysis
comparative research on neighboring communities
On-site interviews & focus groups, public listening
Communication with staff
Report of preliminary findings (drafting, presentation)
Development and drafting of recommendations
Writing, editing, revising, designing final documents
Final Report/Presentations (prep and delivery)
Total hours

K. Fish-Peterson
4
8
8
16
12
12
24
18
24
16
6
148

S. Meitus

M. Mutty
4

4

35
24
18
16

6
6
20
30
12
12
18
8
20
12
148

12
10
6
10
6
141
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PERSONNEL EXPERIENCE
KRISTEN FISH-PETERSON, CEcD, EDFP | Project Lead
Principal & CEO, Redevelopment Resources
Ms. Peterson has over 30 years of direct experience in redevelopment, market analysis, planning,
implementation, grant writing, brokerage, business development, media, manufacturing, and marketing.
She has conducted market analyses for counties, cities, downtowns, single sites and individual
businesses, and developed strategies based on the focused research related to each community and
circumstance. As the Business Development Director for the City of Wausau, WI she managed the land
sale and development in Wausau’s 400+ acre industrial park, including a $30 million private corporate
headquarters/ manufacturing development. She took a leading role in planning, design, construction and
programming for a new 42,900 square foot business incubator including successful grant writing/
administration and other funding acquisition.
Ms. Peterson was President of the Wisconsin Economic Development Association in 2008. She has been
on the Board of the International Economic Development Council (IEDC) from 2006-2018. She is a
Certified Economic Developer (CEcD) through the International Economic Development Council, and a
certified Economic Development Finance Professional (EDFP) through the National Development
Council. She has her Master of Business Administration from the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, and
Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing from the University of North Dakota, and she is a
licensed Realtor in the state of Wisconsin.
SCOTT MEITUS | Project Lead Data Analyst
Strategic Partner, Redevelopment Resources | Principal, Windward Group
A highly seasoned and successful real estate investor, asset manager, market analyst and general
contractor, Mr. Meitus has a proven and demonstrated ability to maximize profits to employers, equity
investors, principals and clients. Mr. Meitus has excellent analytical and management capabilities
garnered from nearly twenty-five years of experience in the real estate/construction industry. He is a
dynamic and decisive leader with the ability to connect upward, downward and across to maximize
performance and enhance company profitability.
Over his career, Mr. Meitus has conducted over 500 housing market analyses for neighborhoods,
communities and counties. His ability to distill large amounts of data and analyze trends is well-honed as
a result of his broad and deep experience in this sector.
In 2015, Mr. Meitus established his company to provide top quality market analysis and critical financial
modeling for multifamily developers and investors and local municipalities. He worked closely with a
private Chicago-based hedge fund on the analysis and acquisition of 2015’s largest multifamily
acquisition in the state of Texas. He was also involved in the development of a 60-unit rental apartment
community in northern Wisconsin.
MARISA MUTTY | Project Associate
Lead Planner & Development Associate, Redevelopment Resources
Ms. Mutty brings seven years of professional experience, including economic development, planning, and
project management, to the Redevelopment Resources team. She holds a master’s degree in Urban and
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Regional Planning from the University of Wisconsin – Madison with a focus in Economic Development
and is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP) candidate program.
As part of the Redevelopment Resources team, Ms. Mutty has led projects in various communities
helping local entities understand needs of the business and development community, designing incentive
programs around those needs, and implementing the incentives by helping business owners and local
leaders through the approval process. Her past experience includes in-depth research of various
programs and development incentives offered by states and municipalities and she held a customer
service and project management role for five years, developing top-notch skills in partnering with clients
to achieve positive outcomes.
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PREVIOUS WORK EXAMPLES & REFERENCES
Projects
Redevelopment Resources has assisted communities with similar work, in whole or in part to what the
Village of Shorewood is requesting.
The Redevelopment Resources/Windward Group team is currently working on a comprehensive housing
market analysis for Crow Wing County, MN. The project is very similar in structure to Shorewood’s, as
we are providing in-depth data analysis, addressing specific community questions, and making
customized recommendations for addressing current and future housing demand.
Redevelopment Resources conducted a comprehensive market analysis for downtown Appleton, WI,
including a comprehensive housing market analysis as a portion of the update to their Comprehensive
Plan in 2016. Specific recommendations were made to address the housing market needs, addressing a
variety of housing types, price points, ages (redeveloped upper story units as well as new construction)
and product types. The City of Appleton is in the process of implementing many of the recommendations
made through our Analysis & Recommendations.
Redevelopment Resources worked with the City of Merrill as an extension of City Staff to lead
redevelopment and economic development efforts for the City. The RR/Windward Group team produced
redevelopment plans with full retail and community-wide housing market analyses and the City is
now in the process of implementing those plans.
Comprehensive housing market analyses were recently conducted for the City of Washburn, WI and City
of Black River Falls by the Windward Group.
Redevelopment Resources undertook a county-wide market analysis for Langlade County, in
conjunction with a review of the skills and occupations of the workforce in the market. The team made
recommendations to improve the housing stock so future workforce would be able to find a suitable
place to live as large numbers of current workers were nearing retirement.
The City of Elkhorn contracted with Redevelopment Resources to conduct a detailed market analysis
of their retail and commercial business community to identify gaps in the market and improve
sustainability of the downtown retail environment.

References
Monica Stage
Deputy Dir. Community/Econ. Development
City of Appleton
920-832-3943
monica.stage@cityofappleton.org

Kathy Unertl
Finance Director
City of Merrill
715-536-5594
kathy.unertl@ci.merrill.wi.us

Angie Close
Executive Director
Langlade County Economic Development Corporation
715-623-5123
aclose@co.langlade.wi.us
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INVESTMENT
Redevelopment Resources proposes to complete this work within the budget outlined in this section. Cost
is based on a blended hourly rate for the proposed team members’ respective involvement.

FEE STRUCTURE
Task
Project initiation
Discovery
market analysis: demographics, housing stock
gap analysis, future projection
housing issues, commute data, segment analysis
comparative research on neighboring communities
On-site interviews & focus groups, public listening
Communication with staff
Report of preliminary findings (drafting, presentation)
Development and drafting of recommendations
Writing, editing, revising, designing final documents
Final Report/Presentations (prep and delivery)
Total hours
Graphic design of final report

K. Fish-Peterson
(rate: $125/hr)
4

S. Meitus
(rate: $125/hr)
4

8
8
16
12
12
24
18
24
16
6
148
$
$

Total investment

M. Mutty
(rate: $85/hr)
4

35
24
18
16

6
6
20
30
12
12
18
8
20
12
148

12
10
6
10
6
141
1,250
19,750 $
$

17,625 $
49,955

12,580

* Fish-Peterson and Mutty traveling from Madison, WI; Meitus traveling from Minocqua
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August 28, 2019
Mr. Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
Village of Shorewood
3930 N Murray Aveune
Shorewood, WI 53211
RE:

HOUSING MARKET STUDY AND NEEDS ANALYSIS – REVISED SCOPE AND BUDGET

Dear Mr. Griepentrog –
SB Friedman is pleased to submit this revised proposal to the Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority
(the “CDA”) to conduct a comprehensive housing study and needs analysis.
This engagement letter constitutes SB Friedman’s typical services agreement.

Background and Understanding
The CDA seeks to undertake a comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis that:
•
•

Evaluates whether the existing housing stock meets current and projected future needs; and
Identifies key housing issues and unmet housing needs across all populations.

SB Friedman is proposing to conduct a comprehensive, Village-wide housing needs assessment. Through our datadriven approach, we will analyze the supply and demand for residential product types, including specialty housing types
such as affordable, special needs and senior housing. Our team will conduct a detailed analysis of households by age
and income to understand housing needs and preferences, project demand by housing product, and quantify the
number of households that are currently burdened by housing costs. Our expertise in ascertaining demographic trends
that drive market demand and identifying the changing preferences and values affecting locational choices will allow
us to identify housing demand and an appropriate mix of residential uses. Our analytical work will be complemented
by outreach to community members, stakeholders, and the real estate and development community.
Leveraging our in-depth knowledge of available financial and regulatory tools, we will formulate strategies, policies and
programs to address unmet housing needs, the CDA’s objectives, and any opportunities and challenges identified
through our analysis.

Detailed Scope of Services
1.

Conduct In-Person Project Kickoff Meeting. We will begin by meeting with Village staff to introduce the
project team; confirm project methodologies, goals and objectives; and discuss the overall timeline, key
milestones, and points at which we will check in with Village staff. After the meeting, we will conduct a driving
tour to further familiarize ourselves with the Village.
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2.

Review of Background Materials and Prepare Data Request. We will further review the background materials
and previous studies identified in the RFP. We will then prepare a data request outlining additional information
that would be helpful or necessary for our analysis. The data request is anticipated to include information
regarding recent residential development, a summary of relevant codes and policies impacting residential
development, and building permit, assessment and GIS data, to name a few.

3.

Assess Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics. We will conduct several analyses to understand
the dynamics of “people” and “place” as it relates to the Village’s housing market. Demographics of age,
income, household change and housing preferences will provide a profile of Village residents. We will assess
how these variables have changed over the past 10 years and, where appropriate, prepare maps illustrating
the spatial distribution of key variables throughout the Village. Variables in this analysis will include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Population and household counts;
Households by age and income of householder;
Rental households whose household incomes are 50% and 80% of the Area Median Income (which is
currently $41,150 and $65,850, respectively);
Historic and projected household change by age and income;
Household size;
Median household income; and
Housing preferences.

Our analyses will leverage data available through the U.S. Census Bureau Decennial Census, the American
Community Survey (ACS), Esri Demographics, Woods & Poole, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission (SEWRPC), and other data sources to be identified.
4. Conduct Economic Analysis. We will analyze the historic and current economic base of Shorewood by industry
sector using U.S. Census Bureau Center for Economic Studies and Moody’s Analytics data. We will also analyze
current commuting patterns using Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) data to determine
where Shorewood residents work, and where employees at Shorewood businesses live. Information assembled
in this step will be used to identify gaps in workforce housing.
5.

Inventory and Analyze Existing Housing Stock. We will prepare an inventory, analyze and, where
appropriate, map the existing housing supply. Key variables will include:
o
o
o

o
o
o

Overall housing profile (tenure, occupancy, age and condition);
Housing units by type (single-family, duplex, townhouse, condominium, multifamily rental);
Percent and location of housing units that are:
▪ Legally restricted affordable housing,
▪ Naturally occurring affordable housing with no legal restriction, and
▪ Located in age-restricted or assisted living communities;
Housing values and rent levels;
Historic market permitting activity; and
Inventory and location of multifamily residential developments (affordable, market-rate, senior).

Our analyses will leverage data available through proprietary private databases, along with federal, state and
Village data, including:
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o
o

o
o
o
o

Census, ACS, and Esri: overall metrics on housing value, size, age, type and tenure.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Wisconsin Housing and Economic
Development Authority (WHEDA), SEWRPC, and other sources: inventory of legally restricted
affordable, subsidized, tax credit and public housing properties, including type of development,
target tenancies (family, senior, special needs), number of units, unit mix, age of buildings, services
and amenities, vacancy and waitlists, and affordability levels.
Village residential building permits: recent and under-construction housing by type and tenure,
location of teardowns.
NIC MAP: inventory of market-rate senior housing, including independent living, assisted living,
memory care and nursing care, for both the Village and adjacent communities.
CoStar: data on rental properties, including overall inventory, age, vacancy, rents and amenities, and
proposed or under-construction rental developments.
Multiple Listing Services (MLS): recent sales trends, including number of sales and price, by product
type for for-sale products (single-family detached, town home, condominium) and inventory.

6.

Analyze Affordability of Existing Housing Stock. We will work with the Village to define affordable housing
in the context of Shorewood and in a manner that aligns with the State of Wisconsin Act 243 Housing Report
Requirements. We will then develop a housing affordability model to evaluate whether a mismatch is occurring
between the affordability of the existing housing stock (both for-sale and rental) and current residents’
incomes. The model will compare the number of households by income cohort to the housing stock affordable
at 30% of a household’s gross income, adjusted to account for household transportation costs. The affordability
assessment will be based on Census and ACS data on housing units, home values and rents, household income,
and tenure. We will then utilize the model to assess housing affordability in Shorewood relative to Milwaukee,
Whitefish Bay, Glendale and Wauwatosa.

7.

Prepare Residential Demand Forecast Model. We will develop a housing demand forecast model at various
age and income levels using detailed Census and ACS data. We will incorporate regional preferences for
housing product type by age and income of householder, based on a custom cross-tabulation of ACS and
decennial Census Public Use Microdata Samples (“PUMS”) data. Applying this historical preference data by age
and income to future household projections by age and income will provide forecasted future demand for
particular types of new housing by age group and income level. The analysis will incorporate regional and
national housing trend data, five-year population and household projections by age and income from Esri, and
longer-term population projections (10 and 15 years) from SEWRPC and/or Woods & Poole.
This analysis will identify the target market in terms of households and demographic segments by age and
income. Based on the identification of the target market, we will determine the types of housing that are
currently underrepresented in the market and those that are anticipated to be needed in the future. The
analysis will identify unmet housing needs for seniors, families, students and young professionals. Using Census
Disability Characteristics data, we will also identify the population by age and disability characteristic to assess
the potential demand for housing for individuals with physical or mental disabilities.

8.

Conduct Key Informant Interviews. We will conduct interviews with a variety of key informants in order to
refine and confirm our findings, and to further understand trends that are impacting the housing market in
Shorewood and the wider metropolitan area. We anticipate conducting interviews via phone. We will work with
the Village to identify key informants for interviews, likely including:
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o

o

o

o

o

Elected Officials, Public Agencies and Neighborhood Organizations. We will work with Village staff
to engage with members of the CDA, Plan Commission, Elder Services Advisory Board, SEWRPC,
elected officials and neighborhood organizations.
Affordable Housing Organizations and Operators. Working with Village staff, we will identify
affordable product in the Village and contact operators to obtain information on unit mix, affordability,
tenant characteristics, vacancy and waitlists. We will reach out to local affordable housing
organizations to discuss demand for affordable housing, as well as local representatives of HUD to
discuss housing issues and available HUD programs that could be leveraged by the Village.
Specialty Housing Resources. We will interview any housing groups or agencies who focus on
housing issues for those with special needs, including the homeless, seniors, and individuals with
physical or mental disabilities.
Realtors and Developers. We will reach out to selected realtors, homebuilders and developers to
discuss recent and planned new construction development, housing demand, household
characteristics, and the characteristics of properties targeted as teardowns.
Other Stakeholders. We will interview other key stakeholders identified by the Village, including the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Our budget estimate assumes that the Village will prepare a list of key informants and coordinate the
scheduling of phone interviews.
9.

Prepare Online Survey for Public Input and Synthesize Results. We will prepare a brief online survey (20-25
questions), which could be distributed to the public by Village staff through various mechanisms including the
Village website, listservs of employers and community groups, social media, etc. The survey would seek
additional input regarding unmet housing needs for certain demographic or special needs groups, preferred
types of development or development lacking in the area, desired residential amenities, perceived housing
issues and opportunities, etc. Collected responses will be synthesized and incorporated with results of the
quantitative analyses outlined above.
If well publicized through social media, Village mailing lists, community anchor institutions and businesses, the
survey has the potential to reach the widest audience. Our proposed budget assumes that the Village will
distribute the survey and conduct specialized outreach to seniors and special needs populations.

10. Synthesize Information and Outline Conclusions. We will aggregate and synthesize the information
collected above to identify:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Unmet housing needs, in terms of population served, affordability, accessibility, price, size, etc.
Housing types that could be pursued and supported by the Village.
Housing types that may require Village interventions, subsidies or incentives.
Potential challenges to meeting unmet housing needs.
Market indicators and supply characteristics that may lead towards teardowns.
Impacts of housing demand on seniors, families, special needs populations, students and young
professionals.
Interest in accessory dwelling units, micro apartments, co-housing or home-sharing.
Interest in and demand for student housing.
Impacts of recent development and short-term rental (Airbnb) on the local housing market.
Proven and innovative policies, strategies and programs that could be leveraged to address unmet
housing needs.
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o
o

Barriers to implementation.
Other questions to be identified through the Housing Market Study & Needs Analysis process.

11. Prepare Interim Deliverable and Review with Village Staff. We will prepare a draft Housing Market Study
and Needs Analysis briefing book to convey data and findings to the Village. The briefing book will document
the following:
o
o
o
o

Our approach and methodology;
Findings of our analysis of socioeconomic conditions, economic conditions and affordability;
Analysis of housing supply, demand and projected housing needs; and
Feedback from our key informant interviews, public input session and community survey.

We will provide the draft deliverable to the Village for review and will hold a conference call/GoToMeeting to
discuss comments, questions and suggested revisions.
12. Present Findings to CDA and Identify Policy Focus Areas. Once we finalize the Housing Market Study and
Needs Analysis briefing book, we will prepare a slide deck and present our findings to the CDA. The meeting
will provide elected officials and the public with the opportunity to weigh-in on identified housing issues and
opportunities and provide input regarding policy direction. We will then work with Village staff to identify focus
areas around which policies, strategies and programs will be formulated.
Following the meeting, we will be available for the public to provide further input regarding unmet housing
needs for particular demographic or special needs groups, preferred types of development or development
lacking in the area, desired residential amenities, perceived housing issues and opportunities, etc.
13. Craft Policy, Strategy and Program Recommendations. We will develop a menu of proven and innovative
policy, strategy and program recommendations based on the Village’s goals, our analysis of the current
housing market, and expected demographic and economic changes. These recommendations will address key
aspects of future housing and community development, including relevant policies or strategies related to:
o
o
o
o
o

Meeting future housing needs over the next 15 years;
Maintaining affordability and promoting a diverse, affordable housing stock;
Maintaining/enhancing community character;
Attracting homebuilders/developers specializing in unmet product types and affordability needs; and
Leveraging state and federal housing programs, and private sector resources for implementation.

Policy, strategy and program options will be identified through case study research, as well as SB Friedman’s
relevant experience in similar communities. We will then evaluate the applicability and feasibility of potential
programs and identify programs that have the greatest likelihood of success.
14. Prepare Final Deliverable. The policy, strategy and program recommendations will be combined with the
Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis briefing book. We will provide the draft deliverable to the Village
for review and will hold a conference call/GoToMeeting to discuss comments, questions and suggested
revisions. Following the call with Village staff, we will revise the briefing book to incorporate suggested edits
and prepare a final deliverable.
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15. Present Overall Findings and Recommendations to the CDA. Once finalized, we will prepare a slide deck
outlining the findings of the Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis and identified policy, strategy and
program recommendations. We will then present our findings to the CDA.

OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL TASK
16. Conduct Public Input Session. Should the Village choose to do additional outreach, we are available to
conduct a public input session in Shorewood. We will work with the Village to identify a date/time and
anticipate that the Village will provide the venue and conduct necessary outreach to residents. Through the
public input session, we will seek input regarding unmet housing needs for particular demographic or special
needs groups, preferred types of development or development lacking in the area, desired residential
amenities, perceived housing issues and opportunities, etc. The budget for this task will be in addition to the
pricing proposal for the core scope of services, as discussed further below.

Project Schedule
On the basis of the scope of the work outlined herein and our experience with similar projects, we estimate it will take
approximately four months to produce a final deliverable. This schedule assumes a start date in the beginning of
September 2019. We anticipate completing the study and providing a final deliverable in December 2019. However, we
will work diligently to meet any specific deadlines, where possible. The exact timeline will be confirmed with the CDA
to accommodate meeting schedules and holidays.
PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULE

TASK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

SEPTEMBER
Conduct In-Person Project Kickoff Meeting
Review of Background Materials and Prepare Data Request
Assess Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics
Conduct Economic Analysis
Inventory and Analyze Existing Housing Stock
Analyze Affordability of Existing Housing Stock
Prepare Residential Demand Forecast Model
Conduct Key Informant Interviews
Prepare Online Survey for Public Input and Synthesize Results
Synthesize Information and Outline Conclusions
Prepare Interim Deliverable and Review with Village Staff
Present Findings to CDA and Identify Policy Focus Areas
Craft Policy, Strategy and Program Recommendations
Prepare Final Deliverable
Present Overall Findings and Recommendations to the CDA

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

■

■
■
■
■
■ Meeting in Shorewood
■ Deliverable to Village
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Pricing Proposal
Professional fees for these services will be based on time required at the special billing rates of the SB Friedman
personnel assigned to the project. The following 2019 hourly rates apply to this engagement:
President
Executive Vice President
Senior Vice President
Vice President / Project Manager

$409
$372
$271
$234

Associate Project Manager
Associate
Research Associate
Editor

$207
$165
$148
$111

The scope of the work and our experience with similar services indicate that our professional fees will total
approximately $49,800 for the core scope of services. We estimate the professional fees for the optional additional
task will total approximately $5,700. An estimated allocation of professional hours by task has been provided below.
PROPOSED BUDGET

TASK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Conduct In-Person Project Kickoff Meeting
Review of Background Materials and Prepare Data Request
Assess Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics
Conduct Economic Analysis
Inventory and Analyze Existing Housing Stock
Analyze Affordability of Existing Housing Stock
Prepare Residential Demand Forecast Model
Conduct Key Informant Interviews
Prepare Online Survey for Public Input and Synthesize Results
Synthesize Information and Outline Conclusions
Prepare Interim Deliverable and Review with Village Staff
Present Findings to CDA and Identify Policy Focus Areas
Craft Policy, Strategy and Program Recommendations
Prepare Final Deliverable
Present Overall Findings and Recommendations to the CDA
Total Hours
Total Professional Fees

OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL TASK
Conduct Public Input Session

TOTAL
$3,030
$1,240
$2,542
$1,240
$3,666
$2,186
$4,136
$3,528
$1,536
$4,322
$4,554
$4,868
$5,440
$3,602
$3,858
238
$49,748

$5,696

4
2
8
4
2
6
32
$8,672

Vice
President
$234
6
1
1
1
1
1
2
8
1
6
4
8
8
6
6
60
$14,040

Associate
Project
Manager
$207
COMP
2
4
2
8
8
12
8
2
6
12
4
12
8
4
92
$19,044

8

8

8

Senior Vice
President
$271
6

Research
Associate
$148
4
10
4
12
2
8
6
4
4

54
$7,992

This fee estimate is subject to revision if the engagement entails more time than estimated due to problems that are
encountered that could not reasonably have been foreseen at the commencement of the engagement, or if the scope
is changed. In this event, we will discuss the matter with you so that a mutually acceptable revision may be made. If the
time spent on this engagement is substantially less than we have estimated, we will bill you a lesser amount.
Invoices will be rendered not more frequently than monthly and will be payable within 30 days. We will provide detailed
information on the time expended as part of our invoices. Travel time to attend meetings or conduct other project
requirements will be charged to the extent that it exceeds the normal commuting time of the professional staff involved.
Our invoices will detail the time spent by person, date and task.
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In the event that the decision is made to discontinue our services for any reason, our compensation will be limited to
time incurred to the date that you notify us of such decision.
This letter constitutes SB Friedman’s typical service agreement. We will work with the CDA to develop and execute a
service agreement or contract in another form if necessary.
The attached “Limitations of Engagement” apply to this engagement.

Acceptance Procedures
We appreciate the opportunity to assist the Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority with this project.
Please call with any questions.
To indicate your acceptance of this proposal, please sign below and return a copy of this letter with your signature as
authorization to proceed.
Sincerely,
SB Friedman Development Advisors*

Fran Lefor Rood, AICP
Senior Vice President
(312) 424-4253, frood@sbfriedman.com

Accepted:

Lance Dorn
Vice President
(312) 424-4255, ldorn@sbfriedman.com

_____________________________________________________
Signature
Date
_____________________________________________________
Name
Title

*SB Friedman Development Advisors is the marketing name of S. B. Friedman & Company.
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LIMITATIONS OF OUR ENGAGEMENT
Our deliverables will be based on estimates, assumptions and other information developed from research of the market,
knowledge of the industry, and meetings during which we will obtain certain information. The sources of information
and bases of the estimates and assumptions will be stated in the deliverables. Some assumptions inevitably will not
materialize, and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur; therefore, actual results achieved during the period
covered by our analysis will necessarily vary from those described in our deliverables, and the variations may be
material.
The terms of this engagement are such that we have no obligation to revise the deliverables to reflect events or
conditions which occur subsequent to the date of the deliverable. These events or conditions include, without limitation,
economic growth trends, governmental actions, additional competitive developments, interest rates and other market
factors. However, we will be available to discuss the necessity for revision in view of changes in the economic or market
factors affecting the analysis.
Our evaluations will ascertain only the local legal and regulatory requirements that that directly impact the market value
of the Site (e.g., zoning and land use regulations). We will not ascertain state government regulations, permits, licenses,
etc. No effort will be made to determine the possible effect on this project of present or future federal, state or local
legislation, including any environmental or ecological matters.
Our deliverables will be intended solely for your information and should not be relied upon by any other person, firm
or corporation or for any other purposes. The documents may not be quoted in any offering circular or registration
statement, appraisal, sales brochure, prospectus, loan agreement; or any document intended for use in obtaining funds
from individual investors.
We will be compensated by any other third party wishing to cite our findings or use our report at our standard hourly
rates for the time required to conduct appropriate reviews, studies and such other work necessary to update the work
resulting from this engagement. No said third party can make such use of our work product without our prior consent.
In no case does this permission include or imply the right to specifically cite the conclusions or recommendations of
our deliverables in such a document.
We acknowledge that our deliverables may become a public document within the meaning of the Freedom of
Information Acts of the various governmental entities. Nothing in these terms and conditions is intended to block the
appropriate dissemination of the document for public information purposes.
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1 transmittal information
SB Friedman Development Advisors (“SB Friedman”) is pleased to submit this proposal to the Village of Shorewood
Community Development Authority (the “CDA”) to prepare a Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis.
SB Friedman is a specialized real estate, community and economic development, and public-private finance advisory firm
based in Chicago. Founded in 1990, we provide both strategic and technical services in such areas as:
»»
»»
»»
»»

Community and Economic Development
Housing Needs and Programs
Market and Economic Feasibility
Urban Economic and Policy Studies

»»
»»
»»

Public-Private Partnerships
Public-Private Development Finance
Impact Analysis

Our firm works throughout the Midwest and nationally, and has worked in the Greater Milwaukee region since its inception.
Recent clients in the region include the cities of Brookfield, Milwaukee, Wauwatosa, and West Allis; the Village of Brown
Deer; and the Milwaukee County Research Park. We also have experience working in Shorewood as part of the 2006
Business District Master Planning team.
We bring in-depth experience in conducting both community-wide and site-specific housing needs analyses, formulating
housing strategies, and leading policy planning assignments for clients that include the City of Wauwatosa, WI; City of
Milwaukee, WI; City of Chicago, IL; Cook County, IL; City of Grand Rapids, MI; and the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for
Planning (CMAP), among others.
Our work builds upon our extensive experience in analyzing the market and financial feasibility of residential development,
including demand for market-rate and affordable units. We assess unmet housing needs through research and synthesis
of: population cohorts by age and income, housing characteristics, pricing and affordability, localized preferences, evolving
demographic and development trends, and key stakeholder input. Leveraging our in-depth knowledge of available financial
and regulatory tools, we formulate strategies, policies and programs to implement community housing objectives.
Our understanding of both the public and private perspectives allows us to develop strategies and policies to maintain
affordability and promote equitable growth, while minding the impact of public interventions on development feasibility.
SB FRIEDMAN HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE FEW CONSULTING FIRMS THAT TRULY UNDERSTAND
BOTH THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE PERSPECTIVES ON DEVELOPMENT ISSUES.
Our firm also has extensive experience in development finance and structuring public-private development projects. Over
the last 12 years, we have worked closely with our clients on innovative public-private partnerships and development
strategies that have resulted in the construction or preservation of 4,000 units of affordable housing and the investment of
approximately $4.5 billion of public-private financing in support of $24.6 billion of projects.
Our experience is complemented by a commitment to creative problem solving and continued client assistance from start
to finish of the development process. For more information about our firm, please visit our website at: sbfriedman.com.

Mission-Driven Firm
OUR MISSION IS TO GUIDE AND ENABLE OUR CLIENTS TO CREATE HIGH-QUALITY PLACES THROUGH THE
PRACTICE OF REAL ESTATE ECONOMICS, DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AND URBAN PLANNING.
SB Friedman is a mission-driven firm that believes in:
»»
»»
»»

Inclusive development that supports social equity, economic mobility, sustainability, economic revitalization, multimodal transportation, and quality urban design;
Objective analysis that allows our clients to make informed decisions and achieve ambitious goals; and
Fair and judicious use of public resources to support publicly beneficial development outcomes.
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Thought Leader in Public-Private Partnerships
Implementing comprehensive housing strategies often involves forming public-private partnerships. Our firm has long
been a proponent of best practices in public-private partnership development. We are an active national member of the
Council of Development Finance Agencies (CDFA) and the Urban Land Institute (ULI) Public-Private Partnership Council.
Our involvement in these and other organizations builds upon firm president Steve Friedman’s authorship of articles
on these topics dating as far back as 1995. Recent publications authored or edited by SB Friedman team members are
highlighted below.
»»
»»

“Successful Public-Private Partnerships: From Principles to Practice,” Urban Land Institute; Edited, and
partially authored by President Steve Friedman
“Constructing Effective Public-Private Partnerships,” American Planning Association Planning Advisory
Service Memo; Authored by Senior Vice President Geoff Dickinson & Vice President Lance Dorn

BUSINESS INFORMATION
SB Friedman understands the services requested in this RFP and commits to provide the appropriate personnel, equipment
and facilities to perform the scope of services, as defined in the RFP.
We look forward to the opportunity to assist the CDA on this project. Please do not hesitate to contact Lance Dorn with
any questions regarding this proposal (contact info below).
Legal Name: 			
S.B. Friedman & Company
Marketing Name and D/B/A:
SB Friedman Development Advisors
Legal Form: 			
Illinois Corporation (Subchapter S)
Firm Address: 			
221 North LaSalle Street, Suite 820, Chicago, IL 60601
Firm Phone Number: 		
(312) 424-4250
Firm Email: 			
info@sbfriedman.com
Contact:				
Lance Dorn, Vice President
				(312) 424-4255, ldorn@sbfriedman.com

APPROACH
The Village of Shorewood Community Development Authority (the “CDA”) seeks to undertake a comprehensive Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis that evaluates whether the existing housing stock meets current and projected future
needs and identifies key housing issues and unmet housing needs across all populations.
SB Friedman is proposing to conduct a comprehensive, Village-wide housing needs assessment. Through our data-driven
approach, we will analyze the supply and demand for residential product types, including specialty housing types such
as affordable, special needs and senior housing. Our team will conduct a detailed analysis of households by age and
income to understand housing needs and preferences, project demand by housing product, and quantify the number of
households that are currently burdened by housing costs. Our expertise in ascertaining demographic trends that drive
market demand and identifying the changing preferences and values affecting locational choices will allow us to identify
housing demand and an appropriate mix of residential uses. Our analytical work will be complemented by outreach to
community members, stakeholders, and the real estate and development community.
Leveraging our in-depth knowledge of available financial and regulatory tools, we will formulate strategies, policies and
programs to address unmet housing needs, the CDA’s objectives, and any opportunities and challenges identified through
our analysis.
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2 approach
DETAILED SCOPE OF SERVICES
Our proposed Scope of Services is outlined below. If selected, we will work with Village staff to further define a work plan
that best aligns with the CDA’s objectives.
1. Conduct In-Person Project Kickoff Meeting. We will begin by meeting with Village staff to introduce the project
team; confirm project methodologies, goals and objectives; and discuss the overall timeline, key milestones, and points at
which we will check in with Village staff. After the meeting, we will conduct a driving tour to further familiarize ourselves
with the Village.
2. Review of Background Materials and Prepare Data Request. We will further review the background materials
and previous studies identified in the RFP. We will then prepare a data request outlining additional information that would
be helpful or necessary for our analysis. The data request is anticipated to include information regarding recent residential
development, a summary of relevant codes and policies impacting residential development, and building permit,
assessment and GIS data, to name a few.
3. Assess Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics. We will conduct several analyses to understand the
dynamics of “people” and “place” as it relates to the Village’s housing market. Demographics of age, income, household
change and housing preferences will provide a profile of Village residents. We will assess how these variables have changed
over the past 10 years and, where appropriate, prepare maps illustrating the spatial distribution of key variables throughout
the Village. Variables in this analysis will include:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Population and household counts;
Households by age and income of householder;
Rental households whose household incomes are 50% and 80% of the Area Median Income (which is currently
$41,150 and $65,850, respectively);
Historic and projected household change by age and income;
Household size;
Median household income; and
Housing preferences.

Our analyses will leverage data available through the U.S. Census Bureau Decennial Census, the American Community
Survey (ACS), Esri Demographics, Woods & Poole, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC),
and other data sources to be identified.
4. Conduct Economic Analysis. We will analyze the historic and current economic base of Shorewood by industry
sector using U.S. Census Bureau Center for Economic Studies and Moody’s Analytics data. Moody’s projections will provide
insight into expected changes in overall employment and employment by sector. We will also analyze current commuting
patterns using Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) data to determine where Shorewood residents work,
and where employees at Shorewood businesses live. Information assembled in this step will be used to identify projected
employment growth areas, gaps in workforce housing, and projected impacts of economic growth on the housing market
over the next 15 years.
5. Inventory and Analyze Existing Housing Stock. We will prepare an inventory, analyze and, where appropriate, map
the existing housing supply. Key variables will include:
»»
»»
»»

Overall housing profile (tenure, occupancy, age and condition);
Housing units by type (single-family, duplex, townhouse, condominium, multifamily rental);
Percent and location of housing units that are
• Legally restricted affordable housing,
• Naturally occurring affordable housing with no legal restriction, and
• Located in age-restricted or assisted living communities;
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»»
»»
»»

Housing values and rent levels;
Historic market permitting activity; and
Inventory and location of multifamily residential developments (affordable, market-rate, senior).

Our analyses will leverage data available through proprietary databases, along with federal, state and Village data, including:
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»

Census, ACS, and Esri: overall metrics on housing value, size, age, type and tenure.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development
Authority (WHEDA), SEWRPC, and other sources: inventory of legally restricted affordable, subsidized, tax credit
and public housing properties, including type of development, target tenancies (family, senior, special needs),
number of units, unit mix, age of buildings, services and amenities, vacancy and waitlists, and affordability levels.
Village residential building permits: recent and under-construction housing by type/tenure, location of teardowns.
NIC MAP: inventory of market-rate senior housing, including independent living, assisted living, memory care and
nursing care, for both the Village and adjacent communities.
CoStar: data on rental properties, including overall inventory, age, vacancy, rents and amenities, and proposed or
under-construction rental developments.
Multiple Listing Services (MLS): recent sales trends, including number of sales and price, by product type for forsale products (single-family detached, town home, condominium) and inventory.

6. Analyze Affordability of Existing Housing Stock. We will work with the Village to define affordable housing in the
context of Shorewood and in a manner that aligns with the State of Wisconsin Act 243 Housing Report Requirements. We
will then develop a housing affordability model to evaluate whether a mismatch is occurring between the affordability of
the existing housing stock (both for-sale and rental) and current residents’ incomes. The model will compare the number of
households by income cohort to the housing stock affordable at 30% of a household’s gross income, adjusted to account
for household transportation costs. The affordability assessment will be based on Census and ACS data on housing units,
home values and rents, household income, and tenure. We will then utilize the model to assess housing affordability in
Shorewood relative to Milwaukee, Whitefish Bay, Glendale and Wauwatosa.
7. Prepare Residential Demand Forecast Model. We will develop a housing demand forecast model at various age
and income levels using detailed Census and ACS data. We will incorporate regional preferences for housing product type
by age and income of householder, based on a custom cross-tabulation of ACS and decennial Census Public Use Microdata
Samples (“PUMS”) data. Applying this historical preference data by age and income to future household projections by age
and income will provide forecasted future demand for particular types of new housing by age group and income level.
The analysis will incorporate regional and national housing trend data, five-year population and household projections by
age and income from Esri, and longer-term population projections (10 and 15 years) from SEWRPC and/or Woods & Poole.
This analysis will identify the target market in terms of households and demographic segments by age and income. Based
on the identification of the target market, we will determine the types of housing that are currently underrepresented in
the market and those that are anticipated to be needed in the future. The analysis will identify unmet housing needs for
seniors, families, students and young professionals. Using Census Disability Characteristics data, we will also identify the
population by age and disability characteristic to assess the potential demand for housing for individuals with physical or
mental disabilities.
8. Conduct Key Informant Interviews. We will conduct interviews with a variety of key informants in order to refine and
confirm our findings, and to further understand trends that are impacting the housing market in Shorewood and the wider
metropolitan area. We anticipate conducting interviews via phone. We will work with the Village to identify key informants
for interviews, likely including:
»»
»»

Elected Officials, Public Agencies and Neighborhood Organizations. We will work with Village staff to
engage with members of the CDA, Plan Commission, Elder Services Advisory Board, SEWRPC, elected officials
and neighborhood organizations.
Affordable Housing Organizations and Operators. Working with Village staff, we will identify affordable
product in the Village and contact operators to obtain information on unit mix, affordability, tenant characteristics,
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»»
»»
»»

vacancy and waitlists. We will reach out to local affordable housing organizations to discuss demand for affordable
housing, as well as local representatives of HUD to discuss housing issues and available HUD programs that could
be leveraged by the Village.
Specialty Housing Resources. We will interview any housing groups or agencies who focus on housing issues
for those with special needs, including the homeless, seniors, and individuals with physical or mental disabilities.
Realtors and Developers. We will reach out to selected realtors, homebuilders and developers to discuss recent
and planned new construction development, housing demand, household characteristics, and the characteristics
of properties targeted as teardowns.
Other Stakeholders. We will interview other key stakeholders identified by the Village, including the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

9. Conduct Public Input Sessions. We will conduct two public input sessions in Shorewood (both on the same day).
We will work with the Village to identify a date/time and anticipate that the Village will provide the venue and conduct
necessary outreach to residents. We expect to kick off the public input session by presenting our work undertaken to
date and preliminary findings. Following the presentation, we will solicit input from participants using maps, boards and
comment cards. We will seek input regarding unmet housing needs for particular demographic or special needs groups,
preferred types of development or development lacking in the area, desired residential amenities, perceived housing issues
and opportunities, etc.
10. Prepare Online Survey for Public Input and Synthesize Results. We will prepare a brief online survey (20-25
questions), which could be distributed to the public by Village staff through various mechanisms including the Village
website, listservs of employers and community groups, social media, etc. The survey would seek additional input regarding
unmet housing needs for certain demographic or special needs groups, preferred types of development or development
lacking in the area, desired residential amenities, perceived housing issues and opportunities, etc. Collected responses will
be synthesized and incorporated with results of the quantitative analyses outlined above.
11. Synthesize Information and Outline Conclusions. We will aggregate and synthesize the information collected
above to identify:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Unmet housing needs, in terms of population served, affordability, accessibility, price, size, etc.
Housing types that could be pursued and supported by the Village.
Housing types that may require Village interventions, subsidies or incentives.
Potential challenges to meeting unmet housing needs.
Market indicators and supply characteristics that may lead towards teardowns.
Impacts of housing demand on seniors, families, special needs populations, students and young professionals.
Interest in accessory dwelling units, micro apartments, co-housing or home-sharing.
Interest in and demand for student housing.
Impacts of recent development and short-term rental (Airbnb) on the local housing market.
Proven and innovative policies, strategies and programs that could be leveraged to address unmet housing needs.
Barriers to implementation.
Other questions to be identified through the Housing Market Study & Needs Analysis process.

12. Prepare Interim Deliverable and Review with Village Staff. We will prepare a draft Housing Market Study and
Needs Analysis briefing book to convey data and findings to the Village. The briefing book will document the following:
»»
»»
»»
»»

Our approach and methodology;
Findings of our analysis of socioeconomic conditions, economic conditions and affordability;
Analysis of housing supply, demand and projected housing needs; and
Feedback from our key informant interviews, public input session and community survey.

We will provide the draft deliverable to the Village for review and will hold a conference call/GoToMeeting to discuss
comments, questions and suggested revisions.
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13. Present Findings to CDA and Identify Policy Focus Areas. Once we finalize the Housing Market Study and Needs
Analysis briefing book, we will prepare a slide deck and present our findings to the CDA. The meeting will provide elected
officials and the public with the opportunity to weigh-in on identified housing issues and opportunities and provide input
regarding policy direction. We will then work with Village staff to identify focus areas around which policies, strategies and
programs will be formulated.
14. Craft Policy, Strategy and Program Recommendations. We will develop a menu of proven and innovative policy,
strategy and program recommendations based on the Village’s goals, our analysis of the current housing market, and
expected demographic and economic changes. These recommendations will address key aspects of future housing and
community development, including relevant policies or strategies related to:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Meeting future housing needs over the next 15 years;
Maintaining affordability and promoting a diverse, affordable housing stock;
Maintaining/enhancing community character;
Attracting homebuilders/developers specializing in unmet product types and affordability needs; and
Leveraging state and federal housing programs, and private sector resources for implementation.

Policy, strategy and program options will be identified through case study research, as well as SB Friedman’s relevant
experience in similar communities. We will then evaluate the applicability and feasibility of potential programs and identify
programs that have the greatest likelihood of success.
15. Prepare Final Deliverable. The policy, strategy and program recommendations will be combined with the Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis briefing book. We will provide the draft deliverable to the Village for review and will hold
a conference call/GoToMeeting to discuss comments, questions and suggested revisions. Following the call with Village
staff, we will revise the briefing book to incorporate suggested edits and prepare a final deliverable.
16. Present Overall Findings and Recommendations to the CDA. Once finalized, we will prepare a slide deck
outlining the findings of the Housing Market Study and Needs Analysis and identified policy, strategy and program
recommendations. We will then present our findings to the CDA.

PROPOSED Project Schedule
On the basis of the scope of the work outlined herein and our experience with similar projects, we estimate it will take
approximately four months to produce a final deliverable. However, we will work diligently to meet any specific deadlines,
where possible. The exact timeline will be confirmed with the CDA to accommodate meeting schedules and holidays.

SEPTEMBER

TASK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Conduct In-Person Project Kickoff Meeting
Review of Background Materials and Prepare Data Request
Assess Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics
Conduct Economic Analysis
Inventory and Analyze Existing Housing Stock
Analyze Affordability of Existing Housing Stock
Prepare Residential Demand Forecast Model
Conduct Key Informant Interviews
Conduct Public Input Sessions
Prepare Online Survey for Public Input and Synthesize Results
Synthesize Information and Outline Conclusions
Prepare Interim Deliverable and Review with Village Staff
Present Findings to CDA and Identify Policy Focus Areas
Craft Policy, Strategy and Program Recommendations
Prepare Final Deliverable
Present Overall Findings and Recommendations to the CDA
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DECEMBER

■

■

■
■

■ Meeting in Shorewood
■ Deliverable to Village

■
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3 personnel experience
personnel background and experience
SB Friedman maintains a diverse, highly-trained professional staff of 23. All professional staff members regularly perform
a range of development advisory services for public- and private-sector clients, affording the firm substantial capacity to
respond to tight deadlines and challenging assignments. We make extensive efforts to recruit and hire employees from
diverse backgrounds. Our staff members hold masters-level advanced degrees from leading institutions, including the
Universities of Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, Carnegie Mellon, Cornell, Georgia Tech, and the
London School of Economics, thus bringing a diversity of educational backgrounds and experiences.
Below are summaries of the key individuals who are anticipated to work on this engagement. Key proposed personnel
have experience working closely together on projects of similar scope, such as the Wauwatosa housing studies. Detailed
resumes are provided in Appendix A.
FRAN LEFOR ROOD, AICP - Senior Vice President. Fran brings expertise in thoughtful analysis of market conditions
and scenarios, and assessment of strategic redevelopment options to inform policy and development decisions, as well as
studying the broader economic impacts of development. Her experience includes leading a comprehensive housing study
and needs analysis for the City of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, as well as directing a feasibility study to leverage underutilized
land around seven transit stations in Chicago and supporting a planning effort to promote affordable housing preservation
and community control. She holds a Master of Urban Planning and Policy degree from the University of Illinois at Chicago
and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Public Policy from the University of Chicago. Fran is a member of the American Planning
Association, Illinois Housing Council and Lambda Alpha International-Ely Chapter, and is active in the Illinois Tax Increment
Association. Fran will serve as Project Director for this assignment. She will advise on project direction and policy development
and review deliverables. She will also be available for client calls and meetings.
LANCE DORN – Vice President. Lance specializes in market and financial feasibility analysis, public-private development
finance, and economic development strategy. Lance has assisted in structuring a fund focused on on the preservation of
naturally-occurring affordable housing for the Community Investment Corporation, and prepared a citywide residential
market assessment and housing action plan to address key housing issues facing the City of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. He
recently helped develop retail and residential anti-displacement strategies for the South Division Corridor in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Lance holds a Master’s degree in Real Estate Development from the University of Maryland, as well as a Bachelor
of Arts with a focus in Urban Planning and Development from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He is a member of
the Urban Land Institute. On this assignment, Lance will serve as Project Manager, and will be responsible for overseeing
data gathering and synthesis, preparing policy recommendations, and developing deliverables. Lance will be the primary
client contact.
RYAN SCHMITT, AICP – Associate Project Manager. Ryan brings a background in urban planning, financial analysis,
and housing and policy analysis. His experience includes preparing implementation strategies to address housing issues for
the City of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, drafting guidelines for the use of affordable housing funds in Pinellas County, Florida,
and conducting residential market assessments in support of several comprehensive and area plans. Prior to joining SB
Friedman, Ryan was a Research and Policy Analyst at the Institute for Housing Studies at DePaul University. Ryan holds a
Master of Urban Planning and Policy from the University of Illinois at Chicago with a focus in economic development and
a Bachelor of Urban Planning from the University of Cincinnati. Ryan will serve as professional staff on this assignment. He
will be responsible for data collection, research and analysis, and developing work products.
ELENA CAMINER – Research Associate. Elena specializes in market analysis, real estate economics, and economic
development. Her work at SB Friedman has included: formulating strategies to cultivate a balanced neighborhood with
diverse housing in Chicago’s Near West Side and East Garfield Park neighborhoods, estimating the amount of naturally
occurring affordable housing located within each community area in the City of Chicago, and evaluating the ability of
available public assistance programs to close a financial gap in a proposed affordable housing project in Humboldt Park. Prior
to joining SB Friedman, Elena worked at AECOM in New York City where her team focused on brownfield redevelopment.
Elena graduated from Barnard College at Columbia University with a Bachelor of Arts inn Urban Studies and from the
Jewish Theological Seminary of America with a Bachelor of Arts in Ethics. Elena will serve as Research Associate on this
assignment. She will be responsible for data collection and mapping, research and analysis, and developing work products.
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4 work experience and references
relevant project experience 		
Wauwatosa Housing Study & Needs Analysis

SB Friedman conducted a citywide residential market assessment to identify key housing issues facing the City of Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin. The purpose of the study was to provide policymakers, stakeholders and residents with an understanding of:
the existing housing stock and its ability to meet current and future needs; demographic shifts; trends in multifamily
development; the ability of current residents to age in place; the availability of housing options for residents with special
needs; and unidentified gaps in the local housing market. (See project summary in Appendix B and full report in Appendix C.)
			

Wauwatosa Housing Policy & Action Plan

SB Friedman prepared a housing policy and action plan to help the City of Wauwatosa proactively address the housing
needs of current and future residents. We provided detailed case studies; a menu of strategies proven to be effective in
similar communities; an evaluation of the impacts of an inclusionary housing policy on development; an implementation
toolkit identifying available financial and regulatory tools; and potential alterations to City policies and practices that could
aid in implementation. The Common Council passed a resolution to adopt several of the strategies in December 2018.
Developer MSP Real Estate Inc. is proposing a $25-30M project that would include an affordable housing component
along West State Street. (See project summary in Appendix B and full report in Appendix C.)

Near West Side & East Garfield Park Neighborhood Development Strategy

SB Friedman conducted a residential market assessment and is preparing a housing development and implementation
strategy to cultivate the development of a balanced neighborhood with diverse housing options in Chicago’s Near West
Side and East Garfield Park community areas. We are working with the City to develop policies that help meet the needs of
current and future residents, leverage existing City housing programs, and attract people to the neighborhood. We were
recently engaged to replicate our methodology to quantify the amount of naturally-occuring affordable housing for all 77
community areas in the City.

Pinellas County Workforce Housing Market Assessment

SB Friedman was engaged by Pinellas County, Florida, to assess the availability of housing at various price points affordable
to the local workforce. The analysis will help inform policy direction regarding the use of sales tax revenues to support
economic and workforce housing development.

South Division Ave Corridor Retail & Housing Redevelopment Strategies

SB Friedman conducted retail market and housing affordability analyses and identify potential programs and policies to
prevent residential and business displacement apinlong a historic corridor just south of downtown Grand Rapids, Michigan.
We submitted findings on the demand for additional retail development, based on a series of community input sessions, a
public survey, and an analysis of existing demographics and trends. We are currently developing potential anti-displacement
and redevelopment strategies.

Site and Market Studies for Multi-Family Developments

SB Friedman prepares site and market studies for proposed multi-family housing developments to be funded under the Trust
Fund Bond, HOME, Low Income Housing Tax Credit, and other Illinois Housing Development Authority (IHDA) programs.
We identify the potential pool of income-qualified renters for each level of unit affordability, competitive position of the
proposed project, and estimated lease-up period. We also focus on site access and characteristics, design, neighborhood
services, and relative concentration of affordable housing in the market area.

Elevated Chicago Feasibility Scan

SB Friedman provided qualitative research, recommendations and mapping services to Enterprise Community Partners in
support of Elevated Chicago, a multi-partner community planning effort to promote equity, favorable health outcomes
and climate resilience around seven CTA stations located in the City’s west, south and northwest sides.
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CMAP Housing Market Indicators

As part of its GO TO 2040 Planning process, CMAP created the Regional Indicators Project, with the goal of developing a
comprehensive system of key indicators for measuring and tracking regional quality of life over time, as well as assessing
progress toward the goals of the GO TO 2040 Regional Vision. SB Friedman provided counts of for-sale and rental housing
units “available” and “in demand” in the region, and provided a replicable methodology to determine regional housing
supply/demand balances. CMAP accepted the master housing database and the methodology for compiling the data.
They have published the data online as part of the Regional Indicators Project.

Opportunity Investment Fund Structuring

SB Friedman provided analytical and structuring support to CIC in the formulation of a fund focused on the preservation
of naturally-occurring affordable housing in strong markets in the Chicago region. CIC is a mission-driven lender, based
in Chicago, that focuses on the acquisition, rehabilitation and preservation of affordable rental housing. The $36.5 million
Opportunity Investment Fund launched in December 2018 and secured both public and private investors.

Casa Querétaro TIF Application Support & Transaction Structuring

The Resurrection Project (TRP), an affordable housing developer, engaged SB Friedman to update a supplemental TIF
application to the City of Chicago, and aid in reviewing and structuring the pro forma for the Casa Q project. Working
closely with TRP, City and funding partners, we developed a creative transaction structure involving no permanent debt.
We supported TRP through the due diligence and final approval process, and funding for the project closed in 2014. Mayor
Rahm Emanuel officially unveiled Casa Q in February 2016.

References 		
Paulette Enders
Economic Development Director
City of Wauwatosa
(414) 479-3531, penders@wauwatosa.net
Projects: Wauwatosa Housing Study & Needs Analysis; Wauwatosa Housing Policy & Action Plan
Kathleen Dickhut
Deputy Commissioner
City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development
(312) 744-1074, Kathleen.Dickhut@cityofchicago.org
Project: Near West Side & East Garfield Park Neighborhood Development Strategy
Rosa Ortiz
Senior Program Director
Enterprise Community Partners
(312) 803-0781, rortiz@enterprisecommunity.org
Project: Elevated Chicago Feasibility Scan
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5 cost
Professional fees for these services will be based on time required at the special billing rates of the SB Friedman personnel
assigned to the project. The following 2019 hourly rates apply to this engagement:
President 				
Executive Vice President			
Senior Vice President			
Vice President / Project Manager 		
Associate Project Manager		
Associate				
Research Associate			
Editor					

$409
$372
$271
$234
$207
$165
$148
$111

The scope of the work and our experience with similar services indicate that our professional fees will total approximately
$58,200. An estimated allocation of professional hours by task has been provided below.
This fee estimate is subject to revision if the engagement entails more time than estimated due to problems that are
encountered that could not reasonably have been foreseen at the commencement of the engagement, or if the scope is
changed. In this event, we will discuss the matter with you so that a mutually acceptable revision may be made. If the time
spent on this engagement is substantially less than we have estimated, we will bill you a lesser amount.

PROPOSED BUDGET
TASK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Conduct In-Person Project Kickoff Meeting
Review of Background Materials and Prepare Data Request
Assess Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics
Conduct Economic Analysis
Inventory and Analyze Existing Housing Stock
Analyze Affordability of Existing Housing Stock
Prepare Residential Demand Forecast Model
Conduct Key Informant Interviews
Conduct Public Input Sessions
Prepare Online Survey for Public Input and Synthesize Results
Synthesize Information and Outline Conclusions
Prepare Interim Deliverable and Review with Village Staff
Present Findings to CDA and Identify Policy Focus Areas
Craft Policy, Strategy and Program Recommendations
Prepare Final Deliverable
Present Overall Findings and Recommendations to the CDA
Total Hours
Total Professional Fees

TOTAL
$3,030
$1,240
$2,542
$1,832
$3,666
$2,186
$4,136
$5,292
$7,120
$1,536
$4,322
$4,554
$3,858
$5,440
$3,602
$3,858
276
$58,214

Senior Vice
President
$271
6

10
4
2
6
4
2
6
40
$10,840

Vice
President
$234
6
1
1
1
1
1
2
12
10
1
6
4
6
8
6
6
72
$16,848

Associate
Project
Manager
$207
COMP
2
4
2
8
8
12
12
10
2
6
12
4
12
8
4
106
$21,942

Research
Associate
$148
4
10
8
12
2
8
6
4
4

58
$8,584

Invoices will be rendered not more frequently than monthly and will be payable within 30 days. We will provide detailed
information on the time expended as part of our invoices. Travel time to attend meetings or conduct other project
requirements will be charged to the extent that it exceeds the normal commuting time of the professional staff involved.
Our invoices will detail the time spent by person, date and task.
In the event that the decision is made to discontinue our services for any reason, our compensation will be limited to time
incurred to the date that you notify us of such decision.
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221 N LaSalle St. Suite 820, Chicago, IL 60601
T (312) 424-4250, info@sbfriedman.com
www.sbfriedman.com
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Planning & Development Department – CDA Report
September 3, 2019
I.

BUSINESS/DEVELOPMENT
a. Approved occupancy for Milwaukee Irish Dancers at 3555 N Oakland Ave on
August 12.
b. PDD Director Griepentrog met with the proprietor of the Gather on September 4
to discuss occupancy requirements at 3948 N. Maryland Ave.
c. The Ascension health clinic at 4027 N. Oakland Ave. held a Grand Opening
celebration on Thursday, September 5, 2019.

II.

EVENTS/UPDATES
a. President Rozek, Tr. Amenta, Chair Hammond, Village Manager Ewald, Finance
Director Emanuelson and PDD Director Griepentrog met with the CDA’s financial
advisors from Baker Tilly to discuss 2020 Strategic Planning on August 20.
b. Chair Hammond, CDA Member Lorino, Village Manager Ewald and PDD Director
Griepentrog reviewed five responses to the CDA’s Comprehensive Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis RFP on August 15. Three follow-up phone
interviews were held and references were subsequently checked in preparation
for expected consideration on September 6.
c. PDD Director Griepentrog coordinated eight focus groups as part of the ongoing
Transportation and Parking Analysis on August 15 (staff transportation, staff
parking, transportation/mobility and school district) and 28 (Metro Market,
businesses, multi-family perspectives, single-family perspectives).
d. The Village hosted a Transportation Town Hall on August 29 to discuss issues
and opportunities regarding transportation in the village. The next Town Hall,
specific to findings and recommendations is expected to be scheduled for late
September.

III.

GRANTS/LOANS
a. No new activity to report.

Prepared By:

Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
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